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Abstract

Whistler-mode waves are intense electromagnetic radio waves that are known to be

key drivers of energetic particle dynamics in the Earth’s radiation belts. Despite many

decades of active research, fundamental questions still remain concerning the interac-

tion of whistler-mode waves with energetic electrons, especially in regard to nonlinear

phenomena including wave amplification. The Siple Transmitter Experiment, which

operated in Antarctica from 1973 to 1988, provided researchers a rare opportunity to

perform controlled experiments on nonlinear wave-particle interactions. Very low fre-

quency waves in the few kilohertz range radiated by the transmitter at Siple Station

propagate into the magnetosphere where they interact with energetic electrons. The

interactions modify the waves, amplifying them and generating new frequency com-

ponents. The modified waves are then observed with radio receivers on the ground at

the magnetic conjugate point in the northern hemisphere. The Siple Experiment pro-

duced many new and fascinating observations of wave-particle interactions; however,

during the experiment, available data analysis tools allowed for only a fraction of the

data collected to be analyzed. Moreover, theoretical understanding of the physical

processes driving the interactions was limited at the time.

We present statistical analysis of data collected in 1986 from the Siple Experiment

to quantify nonlinear growth rates and total nonlinear growth of very low frequency

waves injected into the magnetosphere, which are useful for bounding theoretical

discussion and numerical simulation of wave-particle interactions. We consider a spe-

cific amplification phenomenon, termed preferential magnetospheric amplification,

by quantifying the preferential effect of injected rising versus falling swept-frequency

waves and by examining the theoretical mechanism involved using a Vlasov-Maxwell
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numerical simulation. The modeling efforts, validated by the data, reveal that the

total amplification depends on the linear growth rate and the onset and duration of

nonlinear growth, which for typical hot plasma parameters favors injected rising swept

frequency waves. In addition to the amplification process, wave-particle interactions

can also generate new very-low frequency waves called triggered emissions. These trig-

gered emissions have not been yet well characterized and pose significant challenges

for theoretical interpretation and numerical modeling. We present a comprehensive

description of triggered emission behavior observed in 1986 by quantifying time and

frequency changes and demonstrating the significant dependence of the emission be-

havior on the frequency-time format of the injected signal. The triggered emission

characteristics can be used to evaluate the validity of current numerical models and

provide a framework for describing wave behavior in the magnetosphere. Finally, we

demonstrate the application of modern machine learning techniques for predicting

observations of transmissions from the Siple experiment as a suggested approach to

further study of the large sets of data in the field of space physics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Earth is not an isolated planet but is rather part of a complex space environ-

ment which reaches from the surface of the planet all the way to the Sun. Effects

and interactions between the Sun and the Earth’s magnetic field have tremendous

ramifications for life on Earth and for the satellite and spacecraft orbiting in the

region around the Earth, the so-called near-Earth space environment. The plasma

that composes the vast majority of space creates an environment with a wide range

of plasma phenomena that have yet to be understood. This dissertation focuses on

the results of interactions between electromagnetic waves in the Extremely Low and

Very Low Frequency range (300 Hz to 30 kHz) injected into space and the energetic

electrons that populate the region of space in the near-Earth space environment.

These interactions can result in complex modifications of the electromagnetic waves,

and observations can be interpreted to provide insight into the physics of the process

and the resultant effects on the space environment. In this section, we provide the

relevant physical background concerning the near-Earth space environment, briefly

describe the experimental transmitter used for controlled studies, and outline the

primary scientific contributions presented in this dissertation.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.1 The Near-Earth Space Environment

One approach to understanding the importance of the space environment is to un-

derstand the Earth in the context of a complex system by considering the notion of

a “sun-to-mud” system by studying the physical properties and behavior from the

ground up through the atmosphere and through space all the way to the Sun. Space

is a tremendously complex region, filled with electromagnetic waves and plasma, and

permeated by a variety of magnetic fields. Of importance to this dissertation is a

region closer to Earth called the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere is defined as

the region of space where the Earth’s geomagnetic field plays a dominant role in gov-

erning local physical behavior. While the Earth’s magnetic field can be approximated

using a dipole model, similar to the field of a bar magnet, its overall shape is distorted

by the presence of the solar wind. Pressure from the solar wind can compress the

windward side of the Earth’s magnetic field and lengthen the opposite side into an

extended tail.

Of primary concern for this work is a region of the magnetosphere closer to the

Earth called the inner magnetosphere. The magnetic field remains dipolar in this

region, within about 5 RE or 31,850 km (1 Earth radius RE ' 6370 km) around the

Earth. This region is important to understand as man-made satellites typically reside

in and any spaceward missions would pass through this region. Furthermore, the

inner magnetosphere can be utilized as a natural plasma laboratory for improving our

understanding of plasma physics by studying the plasma interactions that naturally

occur. The plasma in this region, relevant to this work, can be divided into two

populations based on their different particle energies, which are described in terms of

temperature, as shown in Figure 1.1.

The dipole structure of the magnetic field lines are in black, and the magnetosphere

is permeated by a lower energy, or cold, plasma population represented in green

called the plasmasphere [Tascione, 1994, Sec 5.6]. The second plasma population

of interest is the energetic, or hot, plasma population represented in red located in

distinct regions called the radiation belts [Tascione, 1994, Sec 4.8-4.9]. In describing

locations in the magnetosphere, we refer here to the L-shell value (L) and the magnetic
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Earth’s inner magnetosphere, with the plasmasphere
in green, the radiation belts in red, and the Earth’s magnetic field lines traced out in
black.

local time (MLT). The L-shell refers to the distance, in units of Earth radii or RE,

of the equatorial crossing of the magnetic field lines in a dipole model. Tracing the

field lines down to the Earth allows for a rough description of paths of propagation

associated with a geographic location on the ground. MLT indicates the direction

of the magnetic field relative to the direction of the sun, and here is occasionally

referenced as UT−MLT to describe the offset between the temporal and magnetic

local time.

1.1.1 The Plasmasphere

The plasma of the plasmasphere is cold and relatively dense. The electron energies

in this region are on the order of 1 eV (10000 K), while the densities are between

100 and 1000 cm−3. The plasmasphere within the inner magnetosphere is of a higher

density and is separated from the rest of the magnetosphere at a boundary with a

sharp drop-off in density called the plasmapause [Carpenter , 1963, 1966]. The extent

of the plasmasphere, bounded by the plasmapause, ranges between 2 RE and 7 RE.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the Earth’s inner magnetosphere, showing only the cold,
dense background plasma of the plasmasphere in green.

1.1.2 The Radiation Belts

Highly energetic plasma is located in several distinct regions called the radiation

belts [Walt , 1994]. The charged particles gyrate around the Earth’s magnetic field

due to the Lorentz force and are trapped due to the magnetic field line configuration,

which results in stronger fields as the particles approach the Earth’s magnetic poles.

The spatial magnetic field gradients in the Earth’s magnetic field results in the rate of

particle gyration increasing and the parallel particle velocity consequently diminishing

as the particles approach the Earth. Energetic ions and electrons can then reverse

their direction, resulting in “mirroring” of the particles, which traps them within

the region of space called the radiation belts. There are several regions where the

trapping of energetic electrons occur, resulting in an inner and an outer radiation

belt and occasionally even a transient third radiation belt [Baker et al., 2013]. The

electrons are much more energetic than the plasmaspheric electrons, with energies

between 0.1 MeV and 10 MeV but with a lower density of less than 1 cm−3.

1.1.3 Whistler-Mode Electromagnetic Waves

In addition to the plasma population, the magnetosphere also contains a wide vari-

ety of electromagnetic waves whose behavior is modified due to the existence of the
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the Earth’s inner magnetosphere, showing only the two
typical radiation belts, in red, which trap the energetic plasma.

plasma. These waves can be generated on the Earth, for instance naturally from light-

ning or from man-made sources such as power lines, and radiate into space, or they

can be result from plasma interactions and occur naturally in space. In particular, the

cold background plasma in the plasmasphere determines the modes of propagation

for these waves, introducing dispersion effects and natural frequency cutoffs [Bitten-

court , 2013, pp. 418-429]. The particles that constitute the hot plasma can interact

with the waves and modify the wave behavior, resulting in wave amplification and

the generation of new free-running plasma emissions.

Of particular importance are whistler-mode waves, which can interact with the

trapped energetic electrons [Walt , 1994, pp. 118-128]. These whistler-mode waves

propagate approximately parallel to the background geomagnetic field in the ex-

tremely and very low frequencies (ELF/VLF) between 300 Hz and 30 kHz. Under

certain resonance conditions, when the parallel electron velocity vres is such that the

wave frequency ω and electron gyrofrequency ωc match, as:

vres =
ωc − ω
k

(1.1)

(with k being the wavenumber) the electrons perceive the wave as nearly stationary

and interact over relatively long durations as shown in Figure 1.4. This interaction

can result in the exchange of energy and momentum between the wave and energetic
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Waves

Electrons

Magnetic Field Line

Figure 1.4: Schematic layout of the wave-particle interaction under resonance, where
the traced out electric field vector (blue) of the wave and energetic electrons (red) are
gyrating around the magnetic field line at the same frequency.

electrons, resulting in the waves gaining energy from the electrons and vice versa.

These whistler-mode wave-particle interactions are an important driver of the

behavior of the space environment. Wave-particle interactions in the Earth’s magne-

tosphere have been extensively studied over the last 50 years and are considered to

be the cause for a number of space phenomena, including the generation of naturally

occurring waves such as chorus [Sazhin and Hayakawa, 1992]. Chorus emissions are

intense electromagnetic plasma waves that are spontaneously excited in the magne-

tosphere and play an important role in the behavior of the Earth’s radiation belts

[Bell et al., 2009]. An example observation from the CLUSTER spacecraft is shown

in Figure 1.5.
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CLUSTER Wide Band Chorus Observation
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Figure 1.5: ELF/VLF chorus example observed by the Wide Band instrument aboard
the CLUSTER satellite.

Directly studying wave-particle interactions in-situ has been difficult due to the

limited number of satellites and the limited spatial coverage of satellite measure-

ments. Instead, early work focused on ground based observations of ELF/VLF waves

using radio receivers, which allowed for more frequent measurements of total wave

modifications integrated over the path of propagation. Broadband electromagnetic

impulses generated by lightning strokes, called radio atmospherics or sferics, can es-

cape into and propagate through the magnetosphere. After propagation through

the magnetosphere and the corresponding dispersive effects, the resulting signals are

called whistlers. While early observations used these naturally occurring, lightning-

generated whistlers as the source waves for observing wave-particle interactions [Hel-

liwell , 1965, Ch. 4], interest developed in further studying wave-particle interactions

with controlled wave injections into the magnetosphere using ground-based transmit-

ters [Helliwell et al., 1964].

The most extensive and long-lasting of these controlled experiments is shown in

Figure 1.6. The VLF transmitter, located in Antarctica, injects waves into the mag-

netosphere that propagate in the whistler mode along paths called ducts. These waves

are then modified through interactions with energetic electrons near the equator, in
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Whistler-Mode Wave

Interaction
Region

Electrons

VLF Transmitter

VLF Receiver

Figure 1.6: Experimental setup of a controlled wave injection experiment. The VLF
transmitter injects waves (the electric field component in blue) into the magneto-
sphere, which are modified via interactions with energetic electrons (gyrations in red)
in the interaction region (yellow) and then received by the receiver in the conjugate
hemisphere.

the region so termed the interaction region. The modified waves continue to propagate

along the duct and are observed by the receiver located in the conjugate hemisphere.

An example of a transmission from a transmitter at Siple Station and the received

observation at the Lake Mistissini receiver at the conjugate hemisphere is shown in

Figure 1.7. The particular time-frequency format shown in Figure 1.7(a) is called the

MDIAG format, and the reception in Figure 1.7(b) exhibits signs of amplification as

well as the occurrence of new frequency components.

Ground-based observations by the receivers are also supported by indices describ-

ing geomagnetic conditions. These indicies, the Kp index, the AE index, and the
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Figure 1.7: (a) A transmission of the MDIAG format by the VLF transmitter at
Siple Station, Antarctica, and (b) the corresponding reception observed at the Lake
Mistissini receiver located in the conjugate hemisphere.

SYM-H index, are produced through the collaboration of a number of different ob-

servatories and ground stations and were obtained here from the World Data Center

for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (which is operated by the Data Analysis Center for Geo-

magnetism and Space Magnetism at Kyoto University). The indices differ in their

intended scope and their resolution. The Kp index describes the global activity and

disturbances in the geomagnetic field over 3-hour intervals. The AE index describes

the global electroject activity in the auroral zone, the current in the ionosphere at

the poles, through measurements by observatories in the auroral zone in the north-

ern hemisphere with a 1-minute resolution. And, the SYM-H index describes the

mid-latitude and equatorial activity by characterizing the longitudinally symmetric

disturbance in the horizontal direction with a 1-minute resolution.

1.2 Whistler-Mode Wave Injection Observations

Generating waves in the ELF/VLF bands is a significant engineering challenge, as

the corresponding free space wavelength is on the order of hundreds of kilometers. A

vertical antenna of sufficient length for reasonable transmission efficiencies would be
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physically impractical, and a horizontal antenna suffers from significant losses due to

image currents caused by the ground plane [Watt , 1967]. To mitigate the inefficiencies

and losses of a horizontal antenna, it was observed that natural conditions could

be leveraged to reduce ground losses. A location in Antarctica takes advantage of

the Antarctic ice sheet to provide 2−3 km of natural dielectric isolation from the

conducting ground. The resulting reduction in near-field image losses allowed for

the operation of reasonably powerful transmitters, providing a unique opportunity to

study the magnetosphere in a controlled manner [Helliwell , 1970].

1.2.1 Early Experiments

While the focus of this work is on data generated by the Siple transmitter at Siple

Station, Antarctica, we provide here a brief historical summary covering some of the

early work preceding the establishment of Siple Station. Observations and interest

in whistler-mode waves and wave-particle interactions began nearly 60 years ago.

Helliwell and Gehrels [1958] noted the first observations of man-made whistler-mode

signals, and a referenced conference paper by Helliwell [1962] mentioned the first ob-

servations of VLF triggered emissions. Neither work could be located in their entirety,

but are referenced and summarized in Helliwell and Katsufrakis [1974] and Helliwell

et al. [1964] respectively. Similarly, the 57th IGY Bulletin published in March 1962

[Helliwell and Carpenter , 1962] refers to a report published by Helliwell and Car-

penter [1961] that could not be located, which summarizes the first descriptions of a

variety of VLF phenomena, including the description of triggered emissions classified

as risers, fallers, and quasi-constant tones.

Building on these earliest observations of magnetospheric phenomena, researchers

continued to make observations of whistler-mode VLF signals and wave modifications

resulting from wave-particle interactions. A number of observations were made using

signals transmitted from VLF Navy transmitters [Helliwell et al., 1964; Lasch, 1969]

as shown in Figure 1.8 and from Omega navigation transmitters [Kimura, 1968], but

the inherent limitations in fixed transmitter frequencies and the transmitter locations

led to interest in a more dedicated and flexible transmitter for obtaining experimental
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Figure 1.8: Figures 2 and 3 from Helliwell et al. [1964], showing examples of some
of the earliest observations of triggered emissions. The emissions are triggered from
Morse code dashes transmitted from the NAA VLF transmitter and recorded aboard
the USNS Eltanin on October 19, 1962, while it was near the Palmer Peninsula at
51.5degS geomagnetic latitude.

scientific data [Trabucco and Paschal , 1978].

A first attempt led to the establishment of a transmitter at Byrd Station (L=7.25)

by the University of Washington that operated from 1966-1969. However, wave in-

jection experiments failed to produce detectable signals in the conjugate region due

to the high geomagnetic latitude of the station and low antenna efficiency[Helliwell

and Katsufrakis , 1974]. Recordings of abundant natural VLF activity near L=4 at

Eights Station suggested that a transmitter site at a lower latitude would be more

productive [Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1978], leading to the establishment of Siple

Station.

1.2.2 Siple Station

Siple Station was located at 75.93◦ S, 84.25◦ W geographic, corresponding to an

invariant latitude of 60.4◦ S, at L=4.2 and with UT−MLT=+5. The magnetic conju-

gate point of the station was easily accessible, and a conjugate receiving station was

deployed near Roberval, Quebec, Canada (48.52◦ N, 72.23◦ W) and then moved to

Lake Mistissini (50.42◦ N, 73.87◦ W) in 1985 to reduce the increasing amount of local

receiver noise due to industrial activity around Roberval [Helliwell and Katsufrakis ,
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1974; Paschal , 1988].

Construction of the station began in the austral summer of 1969/1970, and the

station was named in honor of Paul Siple, an Antarctic pioneer and scientist. The

original 21.2 km long dipole antenna was driven by an 80 kW transmitter until it was

eventually upgraded in the austral summer of 1978/1979 to a 150 kW transmitter

[Carpenter and Bao, 1983]. The antenna itself was extended in the austral summer of

1982/1983 to 42 km, with a second perpendicular dipole of the same length installed

over two austral summers from 1984 to 1986 [Gibby , 2008, pp. 19-20] in order to

efficiently couple into the whistler-mode. By 1986, the Siple Station transmitter

could radiate over 1 kW of ELF/VLF power, with antennas driven by a 150 kW

source [Raghuram et al., 1974; Carpenter and Bao, 1983]. This level of ELF/VLF

radiated power available solely for scientific research remains unmatched to date.

Figure 1.9: A composite picture showing an elevated picture of Siple Station, and
inset pictures of the station signpost and the United States flag. Photo credit for
these pictures goes to Jim Logan, a station operator at Siple Station, who took these
pictures in 1986.

Further details on the history, facilities, and life at Siple Station can be found
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in Gibby [2008, Section 2.2], and additional descriptions of some early experiments

and observations can also be found in Golkowski [2009, Section 1.3]. An extended

history of VLF research and the VLF Group at Stanford by one of the highly involved

scientists has been written by Carpenter [2014] and includes a number of wonderful

tales concerning Siple and the researchers involved in its development and operation.

1.2.3 Later Experiments

After Siple closed in 1988, there were fewer active wave injection experiments and

fewer scientific VLF transmitters. The most recent wave injection experiment was

the High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP), which modulated

the ionospheric conductivity of the auroral electrojet to perform magnetospheric wave

injection [Cohen et al., 2010a; Cohen and Golkowski , 2013]. However, it generated

fewer wave injection results as its location was less favorable for producing strong

magnetospheric amplification, its conjugate point was in the ocean and difficult to

access, and it yielded only 10−100 W of radiated ELF/VLF power during the most

favorable geomagnetic conditions [Platino et al., 2006; Golkowski et al., 2008, 2010,

2011; Jin et al., 2011]. As of 2015, the HAARP facility itself is also currently closed.

In addition to HAARP, some work has continued with satellite observations of var-

ious VLF waves with additional measurements of the energetic electron distributions

on the POLAR spacecraft [Bell et al., 2000]. Other experiments have been proposed

to fill this gap in experimental scientific capability, either with novel methods for a

practically feasible long horizontal dipole antenna or with space-borne transmitters

and experiments, but no such work is in progress at the moment. While VLF Navy

transmitters do remain operational, they are limited as before in frequency, format,

and their present location.
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Figure 1.10: A picture taken at ground level of the antenna array on site of the
HAARP facility in Alaska.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This historical analysis of the data generated by Siple during fifteen years of its

operation was limited to selected case studies. Now, with modern advances in com-

putational resources, large volumes of data can be analyzed to provide a statistical un-

derstanding of the wave modifications resulting from wave-particle interactions in the

magnetosphere. The focus of this dissertation is to discuss the experimental results of

wave injection experiments using the Siple Station VLF transmitter, in particular fo-

cusing on wave amplification and generation effects. The dissertation is composed of

6 chapters divided into three sections covering introductory material, 3 experimental

studies, and remarks on experimental and theoretical scientific implications. Chapter

1 covers briefly the space environment, with additional detail concerning the regions,

the plasmasphere and the radiation belts, most relevant to this dissertation and the
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whistler-mode electromagnetic waves of interest. It also describes ongoing scientific

interest in studying the magnetosphere, through the use of ground-based transmit-

ters, with a focus on the transmitter at Siple Station, Antarctica. Chapter 2 presents

a literature review covering the numerous studies and results generated using data

from the Siple transmitter. It addresses both experimental work conducted at Siple

as well as theoretical approaches relevant to wave-particle interactions. Finally, given

the historic nature of Siple Station, it provides some context for the equipment used

to record and the data and the needed preprocessing steps taken in order for current

work to be conducted. Chapter 3 begins the description of the analytic work with

the first experimental study presenting statistical results describing amplification be-

havior resulting from wave-particle interactions using a diagnostic format (MDIAG)

transmitted from Siple in 1986. Chapter 4 continues with the second experimental

study, which considers one specific amplification phenomenon called the preferential

amplification effect. This chapter uses data from a second format (STACO) to char-

acterize the extent of this effect, and then utilizes a self-consistent numerical model

of coherent wave amplification in order to provide a physical interpretation of the

effect. Chapter 5 presents the third experimental study in quantifying the genera-

tion of free-running plasma emissions triggered from injected waves using both the

MDIAG and STACO formats. These triggered emissions are a long-studied result of

wave-particle interactions that remain unexplained, and statistical observations and

bounds help constrain numerical simulations and theoretical predictions. Chapter 6

concludes with an example of how the data can be used for predictive capabilities for

future experiments or applied applications and then summarizes this dissertation and

provides avenues for possible future work.

1.4 Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions presented in this dissertation are the following:

1) Quantified the nonlinear growth rate and the total growth of very low frequency

waves injected into the magnetosphere from the Siple Transmitter Experiment

2) Quantified the preferential magnetospheric amplification of rising versus falling
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frequency-time structures

3) Utilized a Vlasov-Maxwell numerical simulation to show that the total ampli-

fication depends on the linear growth rate and the onset and duration of nonlinear

growth, which for typical hot plasma parameters favors rising frequency-time struc-

tures

4) Developed an empirical frequency-time profile of free-running plasma emissions

triggered by signals injected from the Siple transmitter

5) Developed statistical models for predicting the reception of Siple transmissions

in the conjugate hemisphere and a framework for evaluating the occurrence of trig-

gered free-running plasma emissions



Chapter 2

Scientific Background

While the preceding work of Gibby [2008] presented an excellent overview of the his-

tory and development of Siple Station and even some insight into daily life at the

station, less detail has been provided concerning the breadth of scientific work con-

ducted at and through Siple Station in expanding the field of magnetospheric physics.

Here, we present a review of papers published in the Stanford Very Low Frequency

Research Group and by other researchers working with Siple data, along with several

related papers from the Siple era. These prior publications were encountered in the

course of this doctoral work, and this review is intended to aid future workers in this

field in providing an overview of previous work. Similarly, as the theory and modeling

efforts have improved dramatically over the years, selected papers describing theory

and modeling efforts based on Siple experimental data and several additional papers

describing general approaches in the field are also presented.

2.1 Experimental Review

This period from ∼1950 to ∼1990 was a time of active ELF/VLF research into wave-

particle interactions in the Earth’s magnetosphere. A number of other active experi-

ments took place during this time, allowing scientists to examine data generated from

a variety of signal sources, such as whistlers [Storey , 1953; Carpenter , 1978], scientific

transmitters (including a vertical, balloon-borne transmitter [McPherson et al., 1974;

17
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Koons and Dazey , 1983; Koons et al., 1976]), and transmitters serving other purposes

[Kimura, 1968; Likhter et al., 1971]. Of all of these experiments, Siple was the most

specific, prolific, and overall long lasting. The following review of experimental work

from Siple is divided into two parts. The first section on past work considers a number

of experiments most directly relevant to this work, while the second section looks at

a variety of other publications focusing on other interesting phenomena observed in

the Siple and pre-Siple era.

2.1.1 Related Past Work

A tremendous amount of work was published utilizing Siple data, and many individ-

uals deserve credit for the success of this unique experiment. In terms of publications

overall and related to this work, two people in particular must be highlighted.

Professor Robert A. Helliwell was the first professor of the Stanford VLF group

and was a driving force in the establishment of Siple Station. He joined the Stanford

faculty in 1946 and remained active in the field of very low frequency radio waves until

his passing in 2011. He is the author on numerous papers and published a number of

summary papers combining historical facts about Siple Station with an overview of

a number of different phenomena observed from Siple data [Helliwell , 1988a,b, 1983,

1979; Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1974]. Of significant value as a reference, Helliwell

and Katsufrakis [1978] covers both the schematic layout of Siple and the earlier re-

ceiving system at Roberval, as well as briefly exploring some early observations and

results from Siple in terms of wave amplification, power line radiation, suppression,

quiet bands, wave-wave interactions, and satellite observations. Further observations

and sketched out forms of what he then termed as wave-wave interactions are provided

in Helliwell [1979].

The other prolific Siple researcher is Professor Donald L. Carpenter, who remains

active in the field today. His contributions cover papers first exploring the signal

properties of observed Siple signals [Carpenter and Miller , 1976], providing early

statistics on occurrence rates and conditions for one-hop signals from Siple observed

at the Roberval receiver [Carpenter and Bao, 1983], and examining case studies of
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observed Siple signals outside of the plasmapause [Carpenter and Miller , 1983; Car-

penter and Sulic, 1988].

As additional background references, the details of the antenna efficiencies can be

found in Raghuram et al. [1974], and a brief historical note on the transmitter upgrade

to Siple is presented in Trabucco and Paschal [1978]. Also, given the large number

of different signal formats transmitted by Siple, a useful reference which surveys the

various transmission formats can be found in Appendix A of Mielke [1993].

In addition to its unique scientific accomplishments, we must not forget that the

Siple experiment was a massive logistical undertaking. Siple Station was the only

United States Antarctic base whose location was chosen for a scientific reason, and

its construction and maintenance presented tremendous logistical challenges. The

key person responsible for all operational aspects of Siple Station was Professor John

Katsufrakis, who spent more than 20 austral summers in Antarctica in the course of

preparation, establishment, and logistical support of the activities of the station.

Nonlinear Wave Amplification

While most work during Siple’s operation focused on the extraordinary singular events

with case studies, two statistical studies laid the foundation for the present statis-

tical study of wave amplification resulting from wave-particle interactions. These

studies focused on studying properties of the hot plasma distribution by examining

transmissions during a continuous nine hour period over two days in January of 1988

[Carpenter et al., 1997; Sonwalkar et al., 1997]. Here, they presented quantified ini-

tial amplitudes, nonlinear growth rates, and saturation thresholds based on a larger

dataset then previously described, and observed evidence of possible structured ir-

regularities in the plasma over various time scales that determined these amplitude

characteristics. One other important paper of note on amplification statistics would

be the early work by Stiles and Helliwell [1977], who analyzed the amplification of

injected whistler mode pulses as well as the resulting triggered emissions. His statis-

tical work was limited in the amount of Siple data analyzed, but provides valuable

comparison through additional analysis of transmissions from the NAA station and

the Omega transmitter. Amplification characteristics have been more thoroughly
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analyzed with more recent, extended statistical characterization of initial signal am-

plitudes, nonlinear growth rates, and saturation thresholds measured from 442 cases

over a nine month period from April to December of 1986 [Li et al., 2014].

As amplification of injected waves was a constant topic of study during Siple’s

operation, significant effort was devoted to understanding the factors that determined

the characteristics of amplification. Carlson et al. [1985a] (with some higher contrast,

corrected figures in Carlson et al. [1985b]) utilized the capability for transmitting

variable frequency sweep rate waves and injected ±0.125 to ±7 kHz/s frequency-time

ramps covering a 1 to 8 kHz frequency range. In addition to using the frequency

ramps as a diagnostic for finding the L-shell and electron density measurements of

the duct, Carlson et al. [1985a] found frequency dependencies with a lower cutoff

frequency exhibiting rapid gain or attenuation in proportion to the ramp frequency

sweep rate and an upper cutoff frequency consistent with the half gyrofrequency

cutoff. Concerning wave amplification, Carlson et al. [1985a] observed differences

in the amplitude behavior between rising and falling frequency ramps. Similarly,

Mielke and Helliwell [1993] noted when considering the approximation of continuous

frequency ramps with staircase tones that injected rising ramps appeared to amplify

more than injected falling frequency ramps. These early observations of the effect

of the frequency sweep rate on wave amplification led to more recent work which

quantified the preferential amplification phenomenon, where injected rising ramps

are favorably amplified over injected falling ramps, and enabled the first theoretical

interpretation of the phenomenon [Li et al., 2015a].

A number of other works explored other aspects of wave amplification such as

initiation of nonlinear amplification and the nonlinear growth rate, as well as the

saturation threshold and underlying mechanism. Helliwell et al. [1980] varied the

transmitted amplitude to determine the effect on the resulting wave-particle inter-

actions. By ramping the input power to Siple’s antenna, he discovered a threshold

power, Pt, where below Pt no amplification or triggering was observed. Similarly,

Mielke and Helliwell [1992] approached this nonlinear amplification threshold effect

by experimentally transmitting an additional band of noise to artificially increase the

threshold power. That the noise did suppress triggering effects was taken as evidence
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of the role of ambient magnetospheric noise, such as hiss, in determining the condi-

tions suitable for coherent wave-particle interactions. Observations of nose whistlers

indicated a rapid amplification of the portion of the whistler above the nose frequency,

leading Helliwell et al. [1990] to reproduce this effect with artificial nose whistlers (the

so-called NOWS, NOse Whistler Simulation, transmission format). One such example

showed the NOWS signal reaching the same saturation threshold as a reference CW

signal but with a peak growth rate of 1250 dB/s versus the 55 dB/s growth rate for

the CW reference. The authors indicated that statistics were planned to be reported

later, but no later work on this was found. The proposed interpretation for this phe-

nomenon was in support of the second order resonance theory put forth by Helliwell

[1967]. Gibby et al. [2008] considered the nonlinear effects of the saturation process

which causes amplification to cease and found that saturation results in long-period

oscillations in the signal amplitude, short-period oscillations that look like sidebands,

and the formation of an incoherent band of noise around the transmitted frequency.

Nonlinear Wave Generation

Many papers from this time included examples or mention of the generation of free-

running plasma emissions, which were a major focus of study. These emissions and

the phenomena they represented acquired various names such as triggered emis-

sions (TE’s), artificially stimulated emissions (ASE’s), and coherent wave instabilities

(CWI’s), although the most commonly used term today is triggered emission. These

triggered emissions take on complex forms, often appearing as some combination of

risers, fallers, hooks, and other unusual forms such as band-limited impulses (BLI’s)

[Helliwell , 2000]. Early work observed triggered emissions from various sources such

as Navy transmitters [Helliwell et al., 1964; Helliwell , 1965; Lasch, 1969], Omega nav-

igation transmitters [Kimura, 1968], and natural noise such as whistlers [Carpenter

et al., 1969]. With Siple specifically designed for studying wave-particle interactions,

many more observations were then made of triggered emissions with examples appear-

ing in all experimental papers. The earliest statistical work on triggered emissions

compared emissions from NAA, Omega, and Siple transmissions and provided some

early conclusions describing triggered emission behavior [Stiles and Helliwell , 1975,
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1977]. More recent work, presented in Chapter 5, has examined a longer period

and a larger number of triggered emissions from Siple’s operation in 1986 to develop

updated descriptions of triggered emission behavior.

Other papers also addressed other aspects of triggered emissions. Carpenter and

Lasch [1969] also explored the dependence of triggering on the transmitter frequency,

in observing a decrease in triggered emissions from the NAA transmitter as the trans-

mitter frequency increased. Here, the difference in triggering behavior was attributed

to the particular plasma properties around L=3 and possible influences from the tim-

ing of the solar cycle. Carlson et al. [1985a] observed that triggered emissions only

triggered from ramps with frequency sweep rate magnitudes <1 kHz/s, suggesting an

intrinsic sweep rate limit of triggered emissions. Chang and Helliwell [1979] ran an

experimental format where the signal was artificially interrupted by suddenly shifting

the frequency of the transmitter. This shift in the transmitter frequency effectively

resulted in a momentary termination of the signal. These interruptions resulted in

the generation of triggered emissions, with the type of emission dependent on the

duration of the interruption.

2.1.2 Other Interesting Phenomenon

In addition to the above mentioned papers that laid the framework for this work, many

other studies were conducted utilizing other transmission formats to characterize and

interpret other related plasma phenomena. Given the wide range of very different

topics, these other papers are summarized here in no particular order.

Interactions of Multiple Waves

Work by Chang et al. [1980]; Helliwell et al. [1986] looked at the effect of multi-

ple wave interactions, primarily in observing the frequency spacing between signals

for wave-wave interactions and wave-wave interactions resulting from interactions of

transmitted waves with their induced sidebands. Utilizing the crossed dipole antenna

setup, Mielke et al. [1992] examined the transmission difference attributable to signal

polarization. One finding was that right-hand polarized signals were detected the most
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strongly, and that observations overall agreed well with classic magneto-ionic theory.

Mielke and Helliwell [1993] further considered the capabilities and limitations inher-

ent to the Siple transmitter by exploring the transmitters capacity in approximating

ideal transmission formats. Using variously spaced staircase tones as approximations

to a frequency-time ramp, Mielke and Helliwell [1993] found that staircases with sep-

arations less than 25 ms provided a better approximation for a continuous ramp. A

number of studies focused on the possible effects due to power lines. Lower wave

intensities were observed on Sundays, termed the Sunday effect, were attributed to

reduced power line activity [Park and Miller , 1979]. Observations of triggered emis-

sions from power lines were reproduced using specifically designed Siple transmission

formats [Park and Chang , 1978]. And, experiments using transmissions of the CISP

(Carrier Interaction with Simulated Power line) format probed the role of power lines

in interacting with transmitted waves in the generation of sidebands [Sa and Helliwell ,

1988]. Sidebands were another important aspect for evaluating wave-wave interac-

tions. Park [1981] observed the generation of strong sidebands from Siple long, >1 s,

keydown transmissions and noted that the sidebands can spread greatly in frequency

from ∼2 Hz to 100 Hz as well as exhibit a wide range in amplitudes from −10 dB to

0 dB relative to the transmitted carrier.

Phase Analysis

Another avenue of interest was studying not only the amplitude but the phase of the

received signal. Paschal and Helliwell [1984] laid out the idea of using signal process-

ing techniques to extract phase information to complement amplitude measurements.

An observed phase advance or delay in the signal could correspond with phases of

growth and provide simultaneous insight into the process. Further work was laid out

in Paschal [1988] and referred to as possible further avenues of research in Carpenter

[1988].
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Plasma Property Observations Using Satellites and Rockets

Studies using the Siple transmitter were also complemented by simultaneous obser-

vations of transmitted signals on various satellites [Katsufrakis et al., 1980]. Rastani

et al. [1985] used DE-1 observations to consider various propagation modes that could

not be distinguished through observations on the ground, postulating a hybrid ducted

and nonducted mode. Inan et al. [1977a] considered the properties of the background

plasma using the well-known whistler based estimate and found good agreement with

satellite measurements as tested on an Imp-6 pass. The use of whistler analysis for ob-

taining background parameters was verified once again by Carpenter et al. [1981], who

found good agreement between measurements using whistler observations from Siple

and Palmer Station, Antarctica (64.77◦ S, 64.05◦ W), and in-situ satellite measure-

ments using the ISEE-1 satellite. Similarly, in-situ atmospheric measurements were

made of Siple signals using sounding rocket measurements to estimate the amount of

transmitted power that might reach the magnetosphere [Kintner et al., 1983].

Observations of Magnetospheric Ducts Using Satellites

Other work utilized satellite measurements and observations to verify propagation

conditions for whistler-mode waves. Smith and Angerami [1968] used OGO satellite

data to characterize the difference in ducted and nonducted propagation of waves

with observed whistlers. Angerami [1970] used data from an OGO-3 satellite pass

on June 15, 1966 to show observations of whistlers in 5 discrete ducts. These obser-

vations provide the first direct evidence of ducting and some estimates on properties

of the ducts through comparison with ray tracing models. The equatorial radiuses

of the ducts are estimated as 220 to 430 km with separations between the ducts of

110 to 1140 km. These observed ducts require electron density enhancements be-

tween 4% and 8%. Inan et al. [1977b] examined detections of Siple transmissions on

the Explorer 45 and Imp 6 spacecraft, determining that Siple transmissions could be

present over a large volume of the magnetosphere with a signal observed over a 6000

km path. Further study also considered the propagation of unducted, magnetospher-

ically reflected whistlers such as finding upper and lower frequency cutoffs through
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observations on the OGO-1 and OGO-3 satellites [Edgar , 1976].

Electron Precipitation

Studies also considered the effect of Siple transmissions on the energetic electron dis-

tribution through satellite measurements. In particular, electron precipitation driven

by wave-particle interactions is an important topic to consider for understanding the

radiation belts. A number of papers derived measurements of the amount of elec-

tron precipitation resulting from the energy loss of the electrons to the waves [Imhof

et al., 1981, 1983a,b, 1985; Inan et al., 1985, 1989]. Using the SEEP payload and the

ISEE satellite, these studies found that VLF transmitters directly contributed to the

precipitation of various energy bands of energetic electrons.

Chorus Observations During the Siple Era

Burtis and Helliwell [1975, 1976] studied related waves occurring in the magneto-

sphere and determined the properties of magnetospheric chorus using OGO-1 and

OGO-3 data. The properties of chorus, such as exponential growth rates of 200 to

2000 dB/s and peak intensities between 1 to 100 pT (mγ), can be useful framing the

general understanding of nonlinear wave-particle interaction conditions in the mag-

netosphere. Similarly, observations on the predominantly rising structure of chorus

may lend insight to other phenomenon.

Contemporaneous Transmitter Experiments

Dowden et al. [1978] made observations at Dunedin, New Zealand, of linear and

nonlinear amplification of VLF signals transmitted from a balloon-lofted antenna at

Anchorage, Alaska. Although not directly related to the Siple transmitter, this was

a contemporaneous experiment that yielded some similar measurements over a much

more limited duration. This experiment also demonstrated the technical difficulties

inherent in the use of vertical antennas.
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The Precursor Phenomenon

Whistlers are sometimes observed to be preceded by discrete rising tone emissions, so

called whistler precursors. Park and Helliwell [1977] made a number of observations

using Siple and Roberval of these whistler precursors to link them with power line

radiation. There is the first observation of a whistler precursor, which are discrete

emissions occurring before two-hop whistlers are received, on a Siple transmitted sig-

nal [Paschal , 1990]. Application of phase analysis techniques [Paschal and Helliwell ,

1984] reveal that the precursors result from momentary increases of amplification that

allow emissions to be easily triggered even by the ambient background noise.

Amplitude Suppression

While many studies have focused on amplification and triggering effects in order to

observe the results of wave-particle interactions, other experiments considered the

reverse condition in looking at signal suppression. Amplitude suppression tended to

occur in the presence of multiple waves and were found to depend on the frequency

spacing and relative amplitude between the waves [Helliwell et al., 1986]. Interest-

ing examples found that signals could even suppress themselves in interactions with

multi-hop components [Raghuram et al., 1977], and that suppression could occur with

natural signals in observing whistlers suppressing the amplitude of hiss bands [Gail

and Carpenter , 1984].

Quasi-Periodic VLF Emissions

Using observations from Eights Station, Antarctica, Ho [1973] examined in more

detail another type of naturally occurring VLF noise, called quasi-periodic (QP) VLF

emissions, which are regular bursts of noise repeated over ∼30 s intervals. Whistlers

play a significant role in the behavior of QP emissions, by altering the QP period,

modifying the QP noise structure, or by initiating QP emissions. The QP emissions

also show the same upper cutoff frequencies of whistler trains occurring in the same

duration.
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Ionospheric Observations Using Siple

Unrelated to magnetospheric studies, Carpenter et al. [1988] also used transmissions

from Siple detected at Palmer, Halley, and South Pole stations in Antarctica in 1983

for ionospheric studies. They noted that the relatively broadband horizontal antenna

allowed for a multi-frequency probe of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide and observed

that the subionsopheric receptions at the other stations were strongly dependent on

the signal frequency and the arrival azimuth.

Whistler Studies

Further related work used whistler measurements to track plasmapause motion and

behavior [Carpenter , 1963, 1966; Smith et al., 1981]. Using whistler measurements

from Eights and Byrd stations, Carpenter [1966] observed the position of the knee in

plasma density and tracked its motion in order to define the sharp density boundary

as the plasmapause. The plasmapause is then well behaved in inward motion on the

nightside and outward motion on the dayside for moderately disturbed conditions

(Kp=2-4). Smith et al. [1981] used simultaneous whistler recordings from Halley and

Siple to study longitudinal variations in the plasmapause, such as the evidence from

differences in VLF emission activity between Halley and Siple as the basis for hypoth-

esizing the presence of irregular structures in the plasmapause. Also, as the whistlers

observed at the two different stations tended to be excited by a single lightning flash,

a lightning flash can illuminate a comparatively large area. In observing whistlers

with Eights Station, Antarctica, Carpenter [1968] observed a near half-gyrofrequency

cutoff effect that sharply attenuates higher frequency signals. He noted that given

the wide conditions where this cutoff was observed, the effect was likely a propagation

effect relating to conditions for ducting. To estimate the potential range of whistlers

entering the magnetosphere, Carpenter and Orville [1989] examined two case studies

from July 7 and August 18, 1986 to show that sferics in a large region can produce

whistlers over a range of L-shell ducts and that stronger sferics can generate more

intense whistlers.
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2.2 Theoretical Background

Although this doctoral dissertation is primarily data driven, sufficient theoretical

understanding is needed to provide context for understanding, interpreting, and ap-

plying the statistical results. Furthermore, in addition to more recent theoretical and

numerical publications, a reasonable review of the body of work from the Siple era

must also include some of the historical theoretical and numerical studies.

2.2.1 Plasma Theory

Plasma physics can be a complicated field of study, with complex phenomena and the

need to account for additional factors such as relativistic effects. However, the fun-

damental equations that govern plasma behavior are actually quite straight-forward.

A plasma is a quasi-neutral collection of charged particles that exhibit collective

behavior and is often approximated using a fluid or a kinetic approach. Since the

main numerical model used in this work as described in Chapter 4 utilizes a kinetic

approach [Harid , 2015; Harid et al., 2014a], the primary equation that governs the

plasma behavior is the Vlasov equation:

∂f

∂t
+ ~v · ∂f

∂~r
+

q

m
( ~E + ~v × ~B) · ∂f

∂~v
= 0. (2.1)

This equation describes the behavior of the plasma velocity phase space (hereafter

referred to as phase space) distribution function f as a function of the particle motion,

~v, and position, ~r, and according to changes due to the presence of electromagnetic

fields, ~E and ~B. The two constants based on the particle species are the electric

charge, q, and the mass, m.

As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, electromagnetic waves propagating in the magneto-

sphere can interact with the plasma and modify the plasma distribution function. The

waves are governed by the set of partial differential equations, known as Maxwell’s

Equations, as shown below:

~∇ · ~E =
ρ

ε
(2.2)
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~∇× ~E = −∂
~B

∂t
(2.3)

~∇ · ~B = 0 (2.4)

~∇× ~B = µ~J + µε
∂ ~E

∂t
. (2.5)

The ~E and ~B terms respectively refer to the electric and magnetic components of

the wave, and the quantities ρ and ~J correspond with the electric charge and the

current densities. Now, as the waves propagate through the plasma medium with the

assumption that they propagate along the magnetic field lines in what are so-called

‘ducts’, they interact with the plasma, in particular the electrons, in the plasmas-

phere and in the radiation belts in two different ways. The low energy electrons in

the plasmasphere support the propagation of waves at frequencies below the electron

gyrofrequency in the whistler-mode, introducing a path delay and frequency depen-

dent dispersion of the wave. The higher energy electrons in the radiation belts are

much fewer in number and thus do not strongly affect the propagation of the wave

but interact and exchange energy with the wave, resulting in wave amplification and

the generation of new frequency components.

The traditional approach to analyzing the interactions of waves and particles as

expressed by the Vlasov and Maxwell’s Equations is the application of linear theory.

An early work by Kennel and Petschek [1966] linearizes the equations to compute

two analytic solutions. The first result is the dispersion equation governing the prop-

agation of the wave through the plasma, and the second describes an equation for

the linear amplification of the wave, ‘linear’ referring here to the derivation of the

underlying equations from linear theory. However, linear theory and linear amplifica-

tion only hold when the underlying small-signal approximations remain valid. As a

result, as the waves amplify or as waves with higher initial amplitudes are considered,

a more general analysis of wave-particle interactions requires an analysis of the set of

the complete governing equations, resulting in what is termed as nonlinear amplifica-

tion. Because the underlying physical equations necessary for nonlinear amplification

do not have an analytic form, they can only be solved with numerical methods.

As was mentioned in Section 1.1.3, there is a resonance condition required for these
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wave-particle interactions, where the electrons and waves stay in resonance and can

interact for a significant duration. An analysis of this resonance condition describes

the numerical framework for selecting plasma conditions to simulate wave amplifi-

cation and generation. Various theories have been proposed concerning the physical

mechanism of wave-particle interactions and the generation of triggered emissions

[Das , 1968; Kimura, 1967; Nunn, 1974; Vomvoridis and Denavit , 1979; Dysthe, 1971;

Helliwell , 1967; Matsumoto and Omura, 1981; Trakhtengerts et al., 2003], but the

general agreement is that the resonant electrons, said to be “phase-trapped” by the

wave are largely responsible for the nonlinear growth. A thorough derivation of trap-

ping can be found in Matsumoto [1985] and Omura et al. [1991, 2008]. The general

idea is that the electrons in the trap exchange cumulatively substantial energy with

the wave, resulting in wave amplification. After the electrons become untrapped, they

can bunch together and radiate new waves to generate triggered emissions.

2.2.2 Numerical Approaches to Wave-Particle Interactions

Two review papers, Matsumoto [1979] and Omura et al. [1991], summarize a number

of approaches to modeling wave-particle interactions, describing features of triggered

emissions and the attempts to simulate them. These approaches consider the full

governing equations within a simulation space on the order of megameters (Mm) and

with particle resolutions on the order of millions of particles or grid points. These

simulation spaces are chosen to approximate the region of interest where the inter-

actions occur while remaining computationally feasible. The simulation approaches

generate model outputs that can be compared with the actual nonlinear amplification

and generation of waves observed in the Siple data. Here, we briefly address the three

common types of numerical models that we evaluate later in this work: particle-in-cell

(PIC) codes, Eulerian codes, and phenomenological models.

PIC codes model wave-particle interactions by implementing a large number of

“super-particles” in order to describe the plasma behavior in response to the wave.

Early codes considered just the hot electrons [Omura and Matsumoto, 1982], hy-

brid codes treat the cold plasma as a fluid [Katoh and Omura, 2006], and full PIC
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codes track both the cold and hot electrons with the super-particles. The particles

are tracked in time under the influence of the electric and magnetic fields as spec-

ified by a fixed spatial grid. Currents and charges are calculated from the particle

distribution on the spatial grid and then used to update the wave fields according

to Maxwell’s Equations. PIC simulations have successfully reproduced some wave-

particle phenomenon, notably rising triggered emissions and some discrete chorus

emissions [Hikishima et al., 2010; Hikishima and Omura, 2012; Katoh and Omura,

2006; Omura et al., 2008]. The primary limitation of the method is the large number

of particles needed for the required resolution to properly represent the phase space

distribution of particles.

An Eulerian approach models the plasma distribution directly by solving the

Vlasov equation on a grid in phase space [Filbet and Sonnendrücker , 2003]. A semi-

Lagrangian method falls under the Eulerian framework with the use of a fixed grid,

but also includes a Lagrangian framework in how it traces out the particle trajecto-

ries. One particular such implementation is by Gibby et al. [2008]. Another Eulerian

approach is used in the Vlasov Hybrid Simulation (VHS) code, which traces the

single particle trajectories in time with the distribution function being interpolated

onto the phase space grid [Nunn, 1993]. The VHS code has been used extensively to

model VLF triggered emissions from injected whistler-mode waves [Nunn, 1990; Nunn

et al., 2003, 2005; Nunn and Omura, 2012] and to model chorus emissions [Omura

and Nunn, 2011]. Finally, one last Eulerian approach mentioned here is a finite dif-

ference method, which discretizes the time derivatives to a difference equation. Harid

et al. [2014a] implements the finite difference method with the additional inclusion

of a relativistic coordinate transformation to create a uniform grid in phase space.

The code developed by Harid et al. [2014a] has been used to model and explain the

preferential amplification phenomenon observed in the Siple transmitter experiment

in Chapter 4 [Li et al., 2015a].

Phenomenological models approach the task of understanding and modeling wave-

particle interactions more from an understanding of the overall physical process rather

than a numerical solution of the underlying governing equations. Helliwell [1967] pro-

posed the idea of a consistent-wave condition where the electron would be in maximum
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resonance with the wave located in the interaction region, whose motion affects the

resulting type of triggered emission. Following these conditions, a number of func-

tions governing the behavior of the waves and particles can be obtained, resulting in

a flexible model that could reproduce the triggered emissions with various frequency-

time structures as observed in the data. Helliwell and Crystal [1973] developed this

idea further by hypothesizing that the resonant electrons could be phase-bunched

by the whistler-mode waves to create transverse current sheets that could re-radiate

Doppler-shifted waves. Trakhtengerts et al. [2003] considered a similar approach with

a phase bunched antenna model. Carlson et al. [1990] implemented a numerical model

utilizing the model assumptions and formulation of Helliwell and Crystal [1973] in

order to model the growth, saturation, and frequency drift of a whistler-mode wave.

2.2.3 Other Theory

Similar to Section 2.1.2, this section discusses a number of theoretical papers which

explore the mechanisms governing other observed phenomena not directly related to

the subject of this dissertation.

Particle Precipitation

One result of the energy exchange in wave-particle interactions is the pitch-angle scat-

tering of electrons into the loss cone resulting in precipitation. Early theoretical work

quantified the effect of waves from various sources on the amount of precipitation.

Inan et al. [1978, 1982] used a test-particle simulation to quantitatively determine

electron fluxes expected to be precipitated by waves of different amplitudes, including

both linear and nonlinear gyroresonant scattering. Theoretical predictions were suc-

cessfully used for direct comparison with experimental observations in the low-Earth

orbit of precipitating electrons directly driven by VLF transmitter signals [Inan et al.,

1985] and by lightning generated whistlers [Inan et al., 1989]. Bell and Inan [1981]

considered the overall electron scattering result as dependent on resonant trapped

and untrapped particles and found that even if the different populations had different

pitch angle changes, the overall pitch angle change can be significant. Chang et al.
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[1983] used a test particle simulation of particle precipitation flux and found that when

wave growth increases, the precipitated energy of rising frequency signals is signifi-

cantly higher than that for falling frequency signals. Harid et al. [2014b] considered

large-amplitude coherent waves and used a Vlasov-Liouville model to demonstrate

the importance of phase trapping in precipitation. These authors also showed the

utility and validity of linear scattering theory for small wave amplitudes and that the

frequency-time format of waves can be selected to maximize precipitation.

Propagation in Ducts

Although the dispersion of waves propagating through the plasma medium is well

understood, the ducting mechanism that forms the waveguide for the whistler-mode

waves is not entirely understood and has been difficult to directly observe. Generally,

ducts are guiding structures formed from enhancements or depletions in the plasma

density [Haque et al., 2011]. Inan and Bell [1977] used ray tracing to demonstrate

that the plasmapause can also act as a one-sided VLF wave guide.

Interactions of Multiple Waves

Interactions of multiple waves have been of significant interest, in approaching both

theoretical wave-wave interactions as well as observed results such as the suppression

effect [Helliwell et al., 1986; Raghuram et al., 1977; Gail and Carpenter , 1984]. Serra

[1984] analyzed a subset of multiple wave interactions with theoretical analysis and

simulations, focusing on two-wave interactions mediated through the same popula-

tion of energetic electrons. The main criterion for this type of two-wave interaction

to occur depends on the overlap of the trap in phase space or on the separation in

frequency with some limits on wave amplitudes. Close frequency separation, <10’s

of Hz, can reduce the coherence of phase-bunched electrons to result in suppression

or in entrainment, where an emission couples into some external signal. Based on

comparison with Siple injection experiments, Serra [1984] also determined that low

amplitude waves and untrapped electrons can also contribute to a two-wave interac-

tion. Sa [1990] further explored the theory of wave-wave interactions by proposing
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that weak wave-particle-wave interactions may in fact be responsible for many trig-

gered emissions. In particular, the magnetosphere may always be subject to weak

waves radiated from power lines that can result in the proposed wave-particle-wave

interactions. The consideration of multiple waves can also be used to extend the

analysis of nonlinear wave-particle interactions by redefining large amplitude waves

with amplitude modulation as two waves. Tao et al. [2013] provided a criterion for

evaluating the required frequency separation for a resonance overlap to occur between

waves and conducted a parametric sweep in simulation of a separation of 1 Hz to 3

kHz to show how multiple waves can approximate amplitude modulation in data and

result in different scattering behaviors of the energetic electrons. Brinca [1972] also

considers the effect of large-amplitude whistlers on the electron distribution, noting

the resulting formation of large whistler side-bands. These side bands then may lend

insight into the onset of triggered emissions.

Conditions for Wave-Particle Interactions (WPI)

Theoretical work has also explored other possible parameters that govern the result

of wave-particle interactions. Newman [1977] touched on this and noted that the

pulse length relative to the size of the interaction region can contribute to amplitude

pulsations observed on long Siple keydown signals. Katoh and Omura [2011] used

an electron hybrid code to simulate chorus emissions and found that the amplitude

corresponds with the frequency sweep rate in the simulated emissions. Li et al. [2015a]

compared a Vlasov-Maxwell model [Harid et al., 2014a] with observations in the data

to show that the frequency sweep rate contributes to overall amplification of injected

whistler-mode waves.

Application to Chorus Emissions

As an example of the general applicability of this work, Cully et al. [2011] and Tao

et al. [2012] demonstrate the use of the wave-particle interaction theories of Omura

et al. [2008] and Helliwell [1967] in predicting the frequency sweep rate behavior

of chorus emissions in comparison with observations of chorus from the THEMIS
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and CLUSTER satellites. It is likely the case that the understanding of the wave-

particle interactions that govern amplification of injected waves and the generation

of triggered emissions may also be used to describe the behavior of natural coherent

waves occurring in planetary magnetospheres, in particular chorus emissions.

2.3 Experimental Archival Challenges

Due to the historical nature of the Siple data, some understanding of the recording

process is required to understand the data format and the experimental limitations.

We briefly discuss the original experimental setup and then discuss the challenges in

reading and digitizing the historic data set, including the need for correcting errors

introduced at recording and in the course of digitization. Finally, we discuss the im-

portance of the transmission logs to illustrate the difficulty in analyzing data literally

from a different era.

2.3.1 Original Experimental Setup

The overall setup and history of Siple Station and the receiving site at the conjugate

location in Quebec, with a receiver first at Roberval and then at Mistissini, have

been covered briefly in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2. Here we focus more specifically on

the transmitter and receiver equipment, as illustrated in Figure 1(b-c) of Helliwell

and Katsufrakis [1974], which is reproduced here as Figure 2.1. This diagram of the

original experimental setup shows the overall experimental setup with the transmitter

and receiver locations, as well as system components of the transmitter and receiver.

The receivers, a magnetic loop antenna with a preamplifier, are similar in principle to

the current generation of magnetic field sensors as described in Harriman et al. [2010]

and Cohen et al. [2010b]. Due to the technological constraints of the time, WWV time

markers were used for timing synchronization, and data was recorded via a magnetic

tape recorder. The original configuration of the Siple transmitter is shown here with

its elevated horizontal dipole antenna driven by a 100 kW amplifier modulated by

a controller. By 1986, further improvements upgraded the transmitter to a pair of
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Figure 2.1: A reproduction of Figure 1 from Helliwell and Katsufrakis [1974] showing
a sketch of the locations and magnetospheric path between the transmitter at Siple
and the receiver in Quebec, Canada, originally at Roberval, and two block diagrams
of the VLF receiver and transmitter.

crossed 42 km dipole antennas driven by a more flexible 150 kW transmitter.

Of particular concern for current efforts to analyze data from this era is the data

storage medium and the data recording process. The data was recorded on quarter

inch magnetic tape using an Ampex recorder, the use of which now is a challenge for

direct analysis.

2.3.2 Archival Challenges and Digitization

After the experiment, the data tapes from Siple and the conjugate stations were

shipped back to Stanford and stored in a warehouse building near the so-called Dish

located on the Stanford foothills. At some point in time, with moves between different

lab spaces and storage areas, the tapes were shelved and stored without any known
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filling system. In addition, the physical size of the magnetic tape medium and the

number of tapes, as shown in shelves of data tapes in Figure 2.2, made it quite difficult

to locating specific tapes corresponding to given dates. These two factors meant that

further analysis of Siple data required first digitizing large sections of the data so that

relevant times and dates could be digitally and unambiguously located.

Figure 2.2: Two pictures illustrating the physical size and amount of data generated
by the Siple transmitter experiment. The picture on the left is of a shelf of data in
the Stanford VLF Group Data Analysis Laboratory, where the data was digitized.
The picture on the right is of one row of data in storage in the VLF Data Library.

For a number of years, the VLF Data Manager would bring data tapes from

the warehouse back to the Data Analysis Laboratory, where he would digitize them

by reading the data using an Ampex-440C Recorder/Reproducer and passing the

data through an anti-aliasing Rockland Systems Corporation Model 452 Hi/Lo Pass

Filter to a National Instruments 6013 data acquisition card on a computer. The

overall system digitized data with a 25 kHz sample frequency and a dynamic range
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(essentially signal-to-noise ratio) of ∼50 dB. As there was only limited storage space

in the laboratory, the digitized tapes were returned to storage in the warehouse and

the process of transferring the data tapes for digitization was then repeated. Through

the diligent and persistent efforts of the VLF Data Manager, the data was steadily

digitized, culminating in an extent of digitization as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Number of hours of digitized data as a function of month and year during
the Siple Station experiment. Each panel corresponds to one of four receivers, located
at (a) Roberval, Quebec, (b) Lake Mistissini, Quebec, (c) ISIS satellite, (d) Siple
Station, Antarctica. The Lake Mistissini receiver replaced the Roberval receiver in
1986. The whited out portion of the plots indicate the years when the receiver was
not in operation.
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The digitization efforts focused primarily on the ELF/VLF recordings made locally

at Siple and in the conjugate region at Roberval and Lake Mistissini, with some

selected intervals of data recorded from the International Satellites for Ionospheric

Studies (ISIS), which provided low altitude in situ observations of Siple transmissions.

Altogether, 6972 hours of data have been digitized, comprising 2.51 TB of data.

While it is difficult to estimate with certainty the total amount of data, so far only

an estimated 20% of the data has been digitized based on the amount of data still in

storage.

2.3.3 Timing Correction and Alignment

The digitized data requires further preprocessing before analysis can begin. The

magnetic tape recording and reading processes introduce artifacts into the data that

must first be corrected. These artifacts arise as the outer layers of the tape travel

faster than the inner layers of the tape, and the difference in rotational velocity re-

sults in frequency drifts in the data and offsets in time. Furthermore, tape flutter

or movement during recording can introduce other time and frequency artifacts into

the data. Efforts to correct these artifacts are complicated by the different timing

reference methods employed during the years of the Siple experiment. For simplicity,

we focus only on data from 1986, when the station had completed all improvements

and upgrades. The Siple transmitter was in its most flexible and powerful configura-

tion during this time, and a significant amount of data, relative to later years, was

successfully digitized.

The timing errors can be largely corrected by examining the deviations in the

phase of a reference 10 kHz pilot tone as first proposed by Paschal and Helliwell

[1984]. As the tape speed fluctuates, at either recording or playback, the observed

pilot tone frequency drifts from 10 kHz, resulting in a measurable advance or delay

in the phase of the signal. To correct the frequency drift, we first apply a 175 Hz

narrowband filter around the pilot tone frequency to obtain a set of sampled points

from the pilot tone, yf . The samples are complex, allowing for the use of phasor

notation to represent the points by a magnitude and phase.
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As the tape speed fluctuates, the phase of the pilot tone also changes. By taking

a cumulative sum over a given time step consisting of n samples, we obtain the

cumulative phase drift and magnitude, ytotal as:

ytotal =
n∑

k=1

yf [k] (2.6)

Here, n is set to 14 samples, or 0.56 ms of data, to handle any rapid frequency changes.

In phasor notation, we can represent ytotal as an arc of some circle in the complex

plane that geometrically describes the cumulative phase drift and magnitude of the

signal. We can find the length of the chord, l, that subtends the arc and estimate the

radius of the implicit circle, rc. Then, the total change in phase, θc, the difference in

phase over one time step, can be found from the geometry of the circle as:

θc = 2 sin−1
(

l

2rc

)
(2.7)

The frequency correction, fcorr, is by definition the change in phase, θc, over the

change in time and can be calculated as:

fcorr =
θc

2πn
(2.8)

By taking the cumulative sum of fcorr and dividing by the sampling frequency, fs,

we can interpolate and find the change in timing from the original signal, tinterp, as:

tinterp =
1

fs

n∑
k=1

fcorr (2.9)

By scaling the timing drift, tinterp, with the ideal pilot tone frequency of 10 kHz,

we obtain the timing difference that would result in the observed signal frequency

offset. Then, we simply add this difference back to the measured signal time, tsignal

in order to recover the timing that would correspond with a 10 kHz tone and thus
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recover the original timing as:

tcorr = tsignal +
tinterp
fpilot

(2.10)

Although the timing correction is calculated only for the pilot tone, the drift in

frequency and timing is assumed to be constant across frequencies, and so the correc-

tion applies to the entire signal. An example of this applied correction is illustrated in

Figure 2.4, which shows the pilot tone before and after correction. In Figure 2.4(a),

noticeable fluctuations in the pilot tone can be seen, with spikes that deviate up to 200

Hz, and similar errors in the Omega transmitter tone at 10.2 kHz. In Figure 2.4(b),

the data has been corrected, with a majority of the pilot tone present in its 10 kHz

band and similarly for the Omega tone. We also see a correction in the timing with

a shift of some five seconds in this example that occurred as a result of correcting

sixty minutes of the data file. While this example exhibits more serious timing errors,

with some of the fluctuations in the 10 kHz pilot tone completely outside of the 175

Hz narrowband filter remaining uncorrected, a majority of the data analyzed here

contains less serious frequency and timing fluctuations. This timing correction pro-

cedure effectively corrects the majority of the data but may require some adaptation

for data from years other than 1986.

2.3.4 Transmission Log Transcription

In addition to the challenges posed by the need for the digitization and timing cor-

rection processes, this work with historical data faces the difficulty of obtaining the

relevant experimental metadata. In particular, the recorded data alone does not

provide sufficient information concerning the precise time of transmission, the tun-

ing frequency of the transmitter, or the type of experimental transmission format.

Another reason we selected data from 1986 for further analysis is the availability

of a more complete set of transmission logs from 1986 detailing the mentioned ex-

perimental metadata, as well as observations of local conditions and notes detailing

unexpected changes that altered the actual transmission.
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Figure 2.4: Timing Correction Example. A section of data from the Lake Mistissini
receiver from 17 September 1986 illustrating the results of the timing correction al-
gorithm. The data, prior to timing correction, is shown in (a), while the data after
timing correction is show in (b).

However, the transmission logs also require some preprocessing as they were hand-

written in earlier years or typewritten as in 1986 as shown in Figure 2.5. Over two

summers, two undergraduate students participating in the Stanford Research Experi-

ence for Undergraduates (REU) program worked on projects to transcribe these logs

into a digital format. One student successfully utilized a commercial optical charac-

ter recognition program to digitally transcribe the typewritten logs from 1986 into

a searchable comma-separated values (CSV) formatted document. However, as this

approach yielded poor results for handwritten logs, a later student manually tran-

scribed the handwritten transmission logs from 1980 and 1983 into searchable Excel

documents.
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Figure 2.5: Two pictures showing the collections of transmission logs in binders and
one sample page of a typewritten transmission log from June 23, 1986. These are
likely facsimiles of the original transmission logs produced for ease of reference.



Chapter 3

Characteristics of ELF/VLF Wave

Amplification

One result of wave-particle interactions is the amplification of the waves. Here, we

present work, of which a substantial portion has already been published as Li et al.

[2014] in the Journal of Geophysical Research Space Physics. This work addresses

the rather limited quantitative statistical justification that has been given for many

observations and conclusions concerning wave amplification that have appeared in

the literature. Statistical analysis of signal characteristics over longer time periods

was not previously possible due to physical limitations on examining the data, which

required processing information stored on magnetic tapes to make 35 mm spectro-

gram records [Gibby , 2008], and the computational requirements for analyzing the

data, with at best real-time processing speed towards the last few years of operation

at Siple [Paschal , 1988]. Most of the known quantitative numbers reported have

been compiled from observations of single occurrences. For example, Paschal [1988]

provides a survey of observed phenomena, including many unique individual cases.

Concentration on well-defined cases may have also contributed to some bias in re-

ception statistics in that only strong and exceptional cases were selected for detailed

case study.

The lack of rigorous long-term statistics resulted in many key parameters being

44
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coarsely estimated from early case studies and may not have been fully representa-

tive of the larger data set. For example, total temporal growth estimates of 30 dB

and growth rates of 30−200 dB/s are repeatedly reported in the literature [Helliwell

et al., 1980; Helliwell , 1988a,b]. Today, it is difficult to track down which specific

observations yielded these early estimates. Precise estimation of these parameters

can be a powerful tool in guiding current computer simulation efforts.

While most prior studies of data from Siple Station transmissions have largely

been concerned with examining individual cases with exceptional signal strength or

triggered emissions, we present a more focused study of a single transmission format

over the course of nine months from April to December of 1986, as the station did not

operate during the austral winter. The statistics on transmission reception provide

some insight into the conditions governing successful conjugate wave transmissions,

and an examination of signal amplitudes and growth rates provides quantification

of key parameters resulting from magnetospheric wave-particle interactions. These

amplitude statistics update sparser numbers from earlier work and further constrain

theoretical and modeling efforts to explain wave-particle interactions.

3.1 The Mini-Diagnostic (MDIAG) Format

Although many different formats were transmitted from Siple Station during its years

of operation, we focus on the mini-diagnostic or MDIAG format from 1986. It is

illustrated in Figure 3.1(a) and begins with a two-second tone at the central tuning

frequency, or fset, with an amplitude ramp starting at −10 dB that rises at 10 dB/s for

the first second until reaching and holding constant at 0 dB for the remaining second.

The two-second tone is followed by a descending staircase of five 200 ms long tones

spaced 250 Hz apart from fset+500 to fset−500, two descending frequency ramps (the

first at 0 dB and the second at −6 dB) over the same frequency range for one second

each, and a seven second long pair of constant frequency tones (called a doublet) at

fset+480 and at fset+510 at 0 dB. The central tuning frequency was selected for each

transmission by the operator based on his evaluation of natural conditions. In this

study, we focus on the two-second tone at the start of the format. At reception, the
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Figure 3.1: MDIAG Example. (a) the transmission format from Siple Station, (b) a
received signal with triggered emissions as recorded at Lake Mistissini, (c) the main
tone amplitude at the fset frequency of 2460 Hz illustrating the detection of the signal
using a signal threshold technique.

linear growth phase where the signal retains its built-in 10 dB/s amplitude ramp at

the beginning of the tone can be differentiated from the nonlinear growth phase where

the signal amplitude increases at a significantly higher rate, allowing for some insight

into the behavior of transmitted signals undergoing magnetospheric amplification.

The built-in amplitude ramp allows for calculation of the threshold level, which marks

the transition to the phase of nonlinear signal growth. At saturation, the signal is

commonly accompanied by the presence of triggered emissions, which are narrowband

emissions that begin near the original signal and then sweep through a wide range of

frequencies [Helliwell , 1979; Omura et al., 1991].

Figure 3.1 shows an example of the MDIAG format at transmission and reception
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using a spectrogram, which displays the time-frequency plot with amplitude strength

marked by the colorbar, and a visual illustration of the automated detection process.

Figure 3.1(a) is a spectrogram view of the signal format, as described, that would be

transmitted from Siple Station. It is time aligned with Figure 3.1(b), which shows an

actual received signal at the Lake Mistissini receiver, including the path delay. The

signal was received cleanly and all components of the format were clearly preserved

although some portions may be less distinct due to the reception of overlapping trig-

gered emissions. A database of the transmissions was compiled by a visual inspection

of processed high time and frequency resolution spectrograms of each MDIAG trans-

mission where the reception of the MDIAG transmission was manually identified.

3.2 Reception Statistics

Table 3.1 gives reception statistics for the dataset. The reception statistics differ from

previous work in that we only consider the MDIAG transmission format, as opposed

to counting all signals that were observed in some duration [Carpenter and Bao, 1983;

Carpenter and Miller , 1976; Golkowski et al., 2008]. As the data was not available

for all four thousand MDIAG transmissions as only the available data tapes were

digitized, our study consists of the 1074 MDIAG transmissions that were available,

of which 407 cases, 38%, were received at Lake Mistissini, the conjugate point. In the

case of daytime (sunlight at 100 km) operations at Siple Station, 131 of 381 (34%)

transmissions were received; while in the nighttime (darkness at 100 km) at Siple

Station, 276 of 693 (40%) transmissions were received. We consider the daytime and

nighttime conditions only at Siple, as only 19 cases were transmitted with 9 receptions

during the nighttime at Lake Mistissini and the other 1074 cases occurred during the

daytime at Lake Mistissini. These reception statistics are lower than earlier results

for reception of all 1-hop echoes [Carpenter and Bao, 1983] as the detection criteria

here is specific to the MDIAG format and requires that the two-second tone at the

beginning of the MDIAG be measurable rather than merely detectable.

Next, we examine the geomagnetic conditions surrounding the time of transmis-

sion, noting that 1986 was a year of overall low geomagnetic activity near the solar
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Day Time Night Time All Cases
Number Transmitted 381 693 1074

Number Received 131 276 407
Percentage Received 34 40 38

Table 3.1: Table of MDIAG Reception Statistics in 1986, broken down by day/night
conditions at the Siple Station transmitter.

cycle minimum. We perform a superposed epoch analysis using the Kp index exam-

ining conditions from four days before to two days after the time of transmission.

Figure 3.2 shows the average Kp in three hour increments in blue for all the cases

when the MDIAG format was successfully received in the northern hemisphere and

in red for times when the format was transmitted but not detected. To test the sta-

tistical significance of the differences in Kp values between received and not received

cases, we apply a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to evaluate if the sampled values are

drawn from different underlying distributions, and note that the period of quieting

leading up to the hour of transmission is statistically different for received cases, with

p < 0.01. A similar analysis performed with magnetospherically injected signals from

the HAARP facility showed a similar trend [Golkowski et al., 2011].

3.3 Amplification Statistics

Next, we examine characteristics of the signal amplitudes and growth rates for the

set of 407 MDIAG receptions. In order to meaningfully consider signal amplitude

parameters between transmissions from different data files, we need to consider the

signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver, which strongly depends on both the fixed elec-

tronic noise of the receiver and the highly variable natural noise from chorus, hiss,

and lightning. The variable noise floor complicates our analysis as portions of the

MDIAG reception may be below the noise floor and thus inaccessible. Lightning-

generated impulses tend to dominate the injected noise characteristics [Chrissan and

Fraser-Smith, 1996] but can be successfully removed with preprocessing. We can

also eliminate the effects of variability in measurements from the different Ampex

machines used to record data at each site by normalizing values to the constant
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Figure 3.2: (a) Superposed epoch analysis of the average Kp-index over a six day
period for MDIAG transmissions detected in the conjugate hemisphere in blue and
those transmitted but not detected in red. (b) P-values for a two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff statistical significance test are plotted for each 3-hour epoch interval. Note,
the y-axis is inverted such that smaller p-values appear as taller bars to visually
indicate significance.

calibration tone injected into the receiver.

We focus on the two-second tone at the beginning of the MDIAG format, as

mentioned in Section 3.1, to obtain measurements in the following manner. First,

we take four seconds of broadband data centered on the estimated time of arrival of

the tone and apply a preprocessing technique to remove sferics developed within our

research group. Here, we use an sparse separation technique [Strauss , 2013, Section

2] to detect and remove the sferics. Then, we multiply the broadband signal by

a complex exponential in order to shift it down to baseband from the fset carrier

frequency specified in the transmission logs. Using a low pass filter with a 100 Hz

bandwidth, we extract the narrowband signal. After smoothing with a ten point

median filter to further reduce impulsive noise, we normalize the signal using the
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closest preceding reference calibration tone. The narrowband signal amplitudes for

all 407 cases provide measurements of the saturation power level and the nonlinear

growth rate as illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). Here, the noise floor (dashed red line)

dominates until the high nonlinear growth rate (dashed orange line), 159.5 dB/s in

this case, causes the signal to rise out of the noise floor. Growth then stops at

saturation (dashed green line). However, for a subset of fourteen cases, identified

here as Subset 1, additional parameters of the signal can be quantified as shown

in Figure 3.3(b). The distinguishing feature of Subset 1 is that the initial signal

level (dashed black line) is distinct from the noise floor. Next, the built-in 10 dB/s

amplitude ramp (dashed yellow line) can be seen. At some amplitude level, indicated

as the nonlinear threshold (dashed cyan line), the growth rate drastically increases.

The signal grows at this higher nonlinear growth rate until it reaches saturation as

before.

For an MDIAG signal to be received at Lake Mistissini, the transmitted whistler-

mode VLF wave typically experiences some type of cyclotron resonance growth as a

result of interaction with energetic electrons in the near-equatorial magnetosphere.

The growth resulting from this interaction can be divided into two phases: 1) linear

or spatial growth wherein all portions of the signal are amplified to the same degree

and 2) nonlinear or temporal growth wherein later portions of the signal are ampli-

fied more than earlier portions. The MDIAG format was designed in order to excite

wave amplification and evaluate the power threshold needed to trigger nonlinear am-

plification [Helliwell et al., 1980]. For this reason, the format includes a 10 dB/s

amplitude ramp at the start of the transmission. For the Subset 1 cases, the signal

growth from the initial level to the saturation level goes through two distinct phases.

Figure 3.3(b) clearly shows that the first amplitude ramp is 10 dB/s (equivalent to

the power increase at the transmitter). This observed 10 dB/s amplitude ramp is

indicative of the phase of linear signal growth. The originally transmitted 10 dB/s

amplitude ramp is preserved and all portions of the received signal are amplified by

the same amount according to expectations from linear theory. The amount of linear

growth itself is not measurable by a ground-based VLF receiver precisely because all

portions of the signal are amplified identically. At the nonlinear threshold level, the
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Figure 3.3: General (a) and Subset 1 (b) MDIAG cases. General cases describe the
cases where the signal rises up from the noise floor (dashed red line), undergoes nonlin-
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(dashed green line).
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amplitude slope suddenly switches to exceed the original 10 dB/s slope. This portion

is indicative of temporal growth as later portions of the signal are amplified more

than earlier portions. In the majority of received cases, only the later, temporal or

nonlinear growth portion of the signal is detectable, and the nonlinear growth rate is

determined by measuring the slope of the signal power as it rises from the noise floor

to the saturation level.

Past observational studies [e.g Helliwell et al., 1980; Helliwell , 1988a; Sonwalkar

et al., 1997] refer to the two phases of observed signal growth as the spatial and

temporal (or exponential) growth phases. However, more recent theoretical works

[e.g. Omura et al., 2008; Gibby et al., 2008] have shown that the two growth phases

can be described by linear and nonlinear theory, respectively. In order to focus on

physical processes rather than observed phenomena, we will henceforth refer to the

growth phases as linear and nonlinear.

First, we consider the general set of cases, for which only the nonlinear growth

portion is visible, and analyze the saturation level, the nonlinear growth rate, the

noise floor, and the fset tuning frequency. Figure 3.4(a) shows the lack of statistically

significant correlation between the nonlinear growth rate and the saturation power

level, that is a higher nonlinear growth rate does not necessarily result in higher

signal amplitude (consistent with the results from Sonwalkar et al. [1997]). We do,

however, find a significant (ρ = 0.73, p < 0.01) correlation between the noise floor

and the saturation power level as shown in Figure 3.4(b). The noise floor in the

band of Siple transmission is highly variable, covering a range of about 80 dB. Since

preprocessing of the data includes sferic removal, the remaining variability in the noise

floor is largely due to occurrence of magnetospheric emissions including bands of hiss

or chorus. As further discussed in Section 4, this suggests that when conditions are

favorable for the linear amplification of magnetospheric noise, Siple signals are also

able to achieve higher total amplitude. However, the rate at which signals grow to

saturation appears to be independent as the nonlinear growth rate is not correlated

with either the saturation level (Figure 3.4(a)) or the noise level (not shown).

Figure 3.4(c) examines the nonlinear growth rate as a function of the fset trans-

mission frequency. There are relatively few columns as only a fixed number of discrete
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of (a) the nonlinear growth rate against the saturation power
level, (b) the saturation power level versus the noise floor [ρ = 0.73p < 0.01], and (c)
the nonlinear growth rate against the fset tuning frequency.

fset frequencies were used for transmissions. Overall there is no correlation between

nonlinear growth rate and fset, and furthermore, for a given fset, the nonlinear growth

rate is relatively uniformly spread over a wide range of values (consistent with the

results from Carpenter et al. [1997]). We note that all transmissions were below 0.5

of the equatorial gyrofrequency, which for the location of Siple corresponds to about

6 kHz.
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Figure 3.5: Histograms illustrating the range of (a) nonlinear growth rates and of (b)
the nonlinear total growth.

Figure 3.5(b) is a histogram of the nonlinear growth rates, which range from 3-270

dB/s with a median growth rate of 68 dB/s, matching well with observations from

previous work. The other comparison with earlier work [Helliwell and Katsufrakis ,

1974; Helliwell et al., 1980] is a comparison of the total amplification, or total growth.

While there is reason to suggest redefining this observed growth as a pseudo-total

growth due to the uncertainty of any amplification below the noise floor, we continue

with the accepted definition in terming this to be the total nonlinear amplification.

Figure 3.5(b) is a histogram of the total growth, calculated as saturation level minus

noise floor, for all received cases, showing a spread of 3−41 dB and a median total

growth value of 18 dB. While these values are still in the same range as the values

from past work [Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1974; Helliwell et al., 1980], the often

cited 30 dB value should likely be adjusted to ∼20 dB. While this new value only

definitively applies to data from 1986, this update has more statistical justification

than the original value and there is no reason for this result not to represent the

general case.

Next, we examine the 14 Subset 1 cases, which occurred on four separate days and

include measurements of the nonlinear threshold level, that is the amplitude at which
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the growth changes from linear to nonlinear. Figure 3.6(a) compares the saturation

level with the threshold level. There is no statistically significant correlation, implying

that the total nonlinear growth should decrease as the threshold level increases. This,

in fact, can be seen in Figure 3.6(b), which plots the total nonlinear growth against

the threshold level and shows strong negative correlation (ρ = −0.86, p < 0.05). The

total nonlinear growth is in the range of 5−30 dB.

Further, the nonlinear growth rate is also uncorrelated with both the thresh-

old level (Figure 3.6(c)) and the saturation level (not shown, but consistent with

Figure 3.4(a)). Finally, in Figure 3.6(d) we see the strong negative correlation

(ρ = −0.74, p < 0.05) between the nonlinear growth rate and the nonlinear growth

duration. Signals with higher nonlinear growth rates grow for a shorter time period

while signals with lower growth rates

3.4 Discussion

The statistical analysis of data from the Siple Station experiment enables observation-

driven evaluation of physical models of resonant, nonlinear growth. The analysis

presented here provides statistical verification of generalized observations from past

work and provides insight to theoretical studies. Current prevailing theory holds that

temporal growth and the generation of free running emissions is the result of nonlin-

ear gyro-resonant interactions between whistler mode waves and resonant particles

[Omura et al., 1991; Hikishima and Omura, 2012; Nunn and Omura, 2012]. As shown

in Figure 3.3(b), the injected signal grows first according to linear theory and then,

after passing the power threshold, abruptly switches to a regime of nonlinear growth.

This nonlinear growth is generally attributed to nonlinear phase trapping of resonant

electrons. As particles move away from the equator, there is a finite wave amplitude

required for trapping. Recent work on the theory using numerical simulations, previ-

ously limited due to insufficient computing capability, has also demonstrated that the

trapping mechanism results in a depletion of electron density in phase space known

as a “phase-space hole” which appears to be responsible for many of the nonlinear

effects. The formation of this phase space structure, which takes a finite amount of
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time, along with the finite amplitude for trapping, may be responsible for the finite

transition time between linear and nonlinear growth [Dowden et al., 1978; Vomvoridis

and Denavit , 1979; Omura et al., 2008; Hikishima and Omura, 2012].

The analysis of two-second tones transmitted by Siple and received in the conju-

gate hemisphere allows us to statistically quantify the nonlinear growth rate, satura-

tion level, and estimate the total signal growth. The transmission format includes a

10 dB/s amplitude ramp during the first second, which allows us, in a small subset

of cases, to separate the linear growth phase from the nonlinear growth phase and

determine the threshold amplitude at which that occurs. We find that the nonlinear

growth rate varies between ∼5−270 dB/s, but the nonlinear growth rate does not

depend on 1) the transmission frequency (within a narrow range below 0.5 of the

equatorial gyrofrequency), 2) the noise floor, 3) the threshold amplitude or 4) the

saturation level. The lack of correlation between these quantities suggests that once

a signal reaches the threshold amplitude, it proceeds to undergo nonlinear growth,

but our observations do not provide insight on what controls the value of the non-

linear growth rate. Further, we find that as the nonlinear growth rate increases, the

nonlinear growth time decreases. Also, as the threshold level increases, the total

nonlinear growth decreases. These last two observations suggest that the saturation

level, though not constant, is bounded.

We also find that the saturation level is linearly correlated with the measured

noise floor. Lightning generated sferics contribute significantly to the noise floor in

this frequency range, and two data processing techniques were used to minimize the

effects on sferics on the data (autoregressive sferic removal on the broadband data

and median filtering of the extracted narrowband signal). Even after sferic removal,

the noise floor during the observations varies over a range of ∼80 dB, as seen in

Figure 3.4(b). In examining the individual case records, we find that events with

significantly higher noise (above −15 dB) often occur in the presence of a band of

magnetospheric emissions such as hiss and chorus. Figure 3.7 shows two example

records with and without the presence of a band of hiss. The hiss band contributes to

a 35 dB higher noise floor (red dashed line), and the saturation amplitude in the hiss

case is 11 dB higher. The nonlinear growth rate for the two cases is similar (black
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of two received transmissions with and without hiss. The
spectrograms show (a) the lack of and (b) the presence of a hiss band. The corre-
sponding narrowband analysis at the fset transmitter frequency shows (a) lower noise
and saturation levels for the no hiss transmission and (b) higher noise and satura-
tion levels for the transmission with hiss, even though the nonlinear growth rates are
similar.

line), but the duration of observed nonlinear growth is nearly twice as long for the

transmission without a hiss band. These observations indicate the possibility that

stronger magnetospheric activity correlates with higher saturation and noise levels,
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and this suggests that the saturation level is influenced by the linear growth rate.

In contrast the lack of correlation between the nonlinear growth rate and satura-

tion, threshold and noise level suggests that the nonlinear growth rate is somewhat

independent of the linear growth rate.
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Figure 3.8: Two panel figure correlating nonlinear growth rate in dB/s with the Kp
index for all cases. The left panel compares the nonlinear growth rate with the Kp
value at the time of transmission and reception, while the right panel makes the same
comparison with the maximum Kp value in the last 24 hours.

To further investigate these ideas, we correlate the nonlinear growth rate and

the saturation level with measures of the geomagnetic activity. Figure 3.8 plots the

maximum value of the Kp index in the 24 hours preceding the Siple transmission with

a) the saturation level and b) the nonlinear growth rate but shows no correlation in

either quantity. Comparisons with the AE and SYM-H index produce a similar lack

of correlation. It is likely that the global nature of geomagnetic indices does not well

represent the conditions in an isolated magnetospheric duct, and that the presence of

natural emissions remains as the best indicator of local conditions for wave growth.
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3.5 Conclusions

A major effort has been undertaken to restore and preserve data collected during the

Siple Transmitter Experiment. Nearly 7000 hours of data have been digitized from

magnetic tapes, and algorithms have been developed to eliminate frequency drifts

and timing errors inherent in the data. The analysis presented here focuses on a

frequently transmitted diagnostic format (MDIAG) that included a two-second tone

and allows for determination of the nonlinear growth rate, saturation level and an

estimate of the total growth, which is dubbed the pseudo-total growth as it cannot

take into account growth from below the highly variable noise floor. In a subset of

cases the two regimes of linear and nonlinear growth can be separated.

For the 1986 interval examined here, the reception rate of the MDIAG format

is consistent with past observations with 38% of MDIAG transmissions from Siple

received at the conjugate hemisphere. Nighttime ionospheric conditions at the trans-

mitter led to slightly higher (40%) reception rates, likely due to decreased trans-

ionospheric absorption [e.g. Graf et al., 2013]. We find that the average geomagnetic

conditions, as described by the Kp-index, for successful transmissions is characterized

by a highly statistically significant period of quieting compared with the undetected

transmissions. At the time of transmission, the Kp-index is 0.84 units lower when the

signal is received than when it is not. This result matches with similar observations

made by Golkowski et al. [2011] for the successful reception of two-hop signals using

HAARP. Golkowski et al. [2011] interpreted the correlation of conjugate reception to

geomagnetic quieting as stemming from the conditions for optimum stability of ducted

propagation paths. The results reported here are consistent with that interpretation.

The total nonlinear growth for the events examined here is in the range of 3−41

dB with a median growth of 18 dB, and the nonlinear growth rates are in the range of

3−270 dB/s with a median growth rate of 68 dB/s. The observations show that as the

nonlinear growth rate increases the duration of nonlinear growth decreases, and also

that as the threshold amplitude (the amplitude at which growth changes from linear to

nonlinear) increases the total nonlinear growth decreases. Both of these observations
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suggest that the saturation level is bounded. Further, the correlation between satu-

ration level and increases in the noise floor due to natural magnetospheric emissions

suggests that the absolute saturation level is controlled by the linear growth rate. The

lack of correlation between the nonlinear growth rate and the noise, threshold and

saturation levels suggest that the nonlinear growth rate is independently controlled

and may be independent from the linear growth rate.



Chapter 4

The Preferential Amplification

Phenomenon

In this chapter, we use statistical bounds on wave amplification derived from ob-

servations to constrain theoretical interpretation and numerical simulations of wave-

particle interactions. We present work, a substantial portion of which has been pub-

lished as Li et al. [2015a] in the Geophysical Research Letters, in considering one par-

ticular amplification phenomenon called preferential magnetospheric amplification.

Using observations of ground-based ELF/VLF observations of injected whistler-mode

waves from the 1986 Siple Station experiment, we quantify the preferential amplifi-

cation of rising over descending frequency-time ramps. From examining conjugate

region receptions of ±1 kHz/sec frequency-time ramps, we find that rising ramps

generate an average total power 1.9 times higher than that of falling frequency ramps

when both are observed during a transmission. Further, in 17% of receptions, only

rising ramps are observed above the noise floor. We also find that the amplification

ratio inversely correlates with the noise and total signal power. Using a narrow-

band Vlasov-Maxwell numerical simulation, we explore the preferential amplification

of rising ramps resulting from differences in the linear growth rate as a function of

frequency and nonlinear phase trapping. These results contribute to the understand-

ing of magnetospheric wave amplification and the preference for structured rising

elements in magnetospheric chorus emissions.

62
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4.1 Statistical Observations of Preferential Ampli-

fication

The staircase coherence format, abbreviated STACO, transmitted by Siple Station

from July to December of 1986 is illustrated in Figure 4.1(a) and is composed of two

identical sets of rising, 1 kHz/s ramp elements (Riser 1 and Riser 2), followed by

two identical sets of falling, −1 kHz/s ramp elements (Faller 1 and Faller 2). Each

ramp set is composed of five elements that are approximations to an ideal frequency

ramp using 1 ms, 10 ms, 25 ms, 50 ms, and 100 ms long tones with each ramp

being 1 second in total duration. The entire transmission is centered on an operator

selected tuning frequency, fset, which ranged from 1680 Hz to 4020 Hz. Data from the

conjugate receiving station is available for 170 transmissions of the STACO format,

and 63 receptions were detected for a 37% reception rate. Of those detected, 60 were

received with sufficient signal to noise ratio for further analysis. The format was

originally intended for studying the required time-frequency spacing to approximate

a continuous frequency ramp [Mielke and Helliwell , 1993].

The goal of the current study is to compare the total magnetospheric amplifica-

tion, which includes both the amplification of the transmission and the generation of

triggered free running emissions, resulting from the injection of rising versus falling

frequency ramps. We develop a metric to calculate the total signal power generated

from each set of ramp elements, and we make comparisons between rising and falling

sets only within a given transmission in order to eliminate variations due to changes

in background conditions. To calculate this metric, we manually identify a set of

rising or falling ramps, preprocess to reduce interference from lightning generated

sferics using a sparse separation technique [Strauss , 2013, Section II]. Then, we apply

a 75,000-point fast Fourier transform with proper scaling for the signal duration and

filter the result using a 1000-point median filter to further remove impulsive noise

in the frequency domain, such as power line harmonics and single frequency fluctua-

tions in the background noise. We integrate over a 3 kHz window centered on fset and

identify this number as the uncalibrated power metric for the signal using Parseval’s

theorem. We also apply this same methodology to a manually selected segment of
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Figure 4.1: (a) Illustration of the STACO format transmitted by Siple and conjugate
receptions with riser to faller amplification ratios of (b) r = 2, (c) r = 1, and (d)
r =∞.

data from several seconds prior to or following the ramp set to characterize the local

background noise around the time of the ramp reception. This noise power is then
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subtracted from the signal power metric to obtain a single number for the amplifica-

tion metric. The amplification ratio (r) is then the ratio of the amplification metric

for different sets of ramps within a transmission, such as Rising to Falling or Rising

1 to Rising 2.

Figure 4.1(b-d) shows examples of receptions of the STACO format for three

different amplification ratios. Figures 4.1(b-d) are aligned in time and are shifted

3 seconds from Figure 4.1(a) to account for propagation delay. The first example,

(b), shows a case where the Rising to Falling amplification ratio is about 2 and

exhibits stronger amplification of the transmitted rising signals, triggered emissions

(downward hooks at the top of the rising ramps), and visible multipath effects. The

Siple transmissions are believed to reach the conjugate hemisphere primarily in a

ducted propagation mode [Carpenter and Sulic, 1988], and multipath refers to the

phenomenon where the transmission propagates in multiple magnetospheric ducts

simultaneously. Multipath effects can be seen on the spectrograms in Figures 4.1(b-

d) as additional receptions within a 0.5 s window. In Figure 4.1(c), the Rising to

Falling amplification ratio is near unity, with both risers and fallers appearing similar

in intensity and embedded in a band of hiss. Finally, Figure 4.1(d) is an example

where the fallers are not detected (deemed r =∞) while some significant portion of

the risers are detected and generate rising tone triggered emissions that extend > 1

kHz above the transmitted ramp.

The distribution of amplification ratios for all received transmissions of the STACO

format is shown in Figure 4.2. The histogram in Figure 4.2(a) presents the amplifi-

cation ratio for Riser 1 to Riser 2 sets, in order to evaluate any possible difference

in amplification due to temporal effects. The median value of r is 1.06 and 61% of

cases have values of r between 0.75 and 1.25. The histogram in Figure 4.2(b) shows

the distribution of the amplification ratio for Rising to Falling ramps. We note that

the bin with highest occurrence (n=10) is the infinite ratio bin, that is, the falling

ramps are not received at all. The median value of the ratio, not including the infi-

nite cases, is 1.93, and 12 cases (20%) have a r value less than 1, that is fallers are

amplified more than risers. Of those 12 cases, 5 cases have r > 0.8, 4 cases have

0.8 > r > 0.5, and 3 cases have a 0.5 > r > 0.3. The results from Figure 4.2(a), that
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subsequent ramps have an amplification ratio near 1, suggest that the differences in

the rising to falling amplification are unlikely to be due to temporal effects within a

given transmission. Figure 4.2(c) shows a scatterplot of the noise power versus the

rising to falling amplification ratio, where the dividing r = 1 line separates the two

regions of differing behavior. As we have an insufficient number of cases where r < 1,

we examine cases only where the risers are amplified more than fallers and the fallers

are received (that is 1 < r < ∞), and find that as the noise power increases, the

amplification ratio decreases. The correlation coefficient between noise power and

amplification ratio in that range of r is −0.46 (p < 0.01). Li et al. [2014] reported

that the primary contribution to the increase in noise power for Siple receptions is

the occurrence of natural emissions such as hiss, as seen in Figure 4.1(c), and as such,

intervals of higher noise power likely indicate when the conditions for linear growth

are enhanced. As applied to Figure 4.2(c), lower noise power suggests lower linear

growth rates which are then associated with higher amplification ratios. Figure 4.2(d)

shows a scatterplot of the total power of the rising ramps versus the rising to falling

amplification ratio with a similar trend of the rising power metric increasing as the

amplification ratio decreases. We also examined the relationship between the ampli-

fication ratio and the fset frequency, the Kp index at the time of transmission, and

the local time of transmission, and found no correlation.

4.2 Theory and Modeling of Preferential Amplifi-

cation

Modeling the propagation and growth of whistler-mode waves interacting with ener-

getic radiation belt electrons requires solving the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations.

The evolution of the electron distribution function is governed by the Vlasov equation

while the wave fields are generated according to Maxwell’s equations. Under the as-

sumption of parallel propagating signals, which ducted Siple signals are considered to

be, the interaction between waves and particles is dominated by cyclotron resonance.
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Figure 4.2: Results from the statistical analysis of the STACO format. The his-
tograms show (a) the amplification ratio between the sequential rising sets, Riser 1
and Riser 2, and (b) the amplification ratio between rising and falling sets with the
amplification ratios on a log scale. The scatterplots show the log scale riser to faller
amplification ratio as functions of (c) the noise power metric (color-coded by the value
of fset) and (d) the riser amplification metric.

For small amplitude injected waves, the solution to the Vlasov-Maxwell system ac-

cording to linear theory predicts exponential wave growth if the electron distribution

is sufficiently anisotropic [Kennel and Petschek , 1966]. Although the linear growth

rate is a function of frequency, linear growth of rising and falling frequency ramps

sweeping over the same frequency range will result in the same net integrated ampli-

fication, and thus variations in the linear growth rate with frequency cannot explain

the preferential amplification of rising ramps observed in the data. However, after
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undergoing linear growth, the wave amplitudes can become large enough to trap res-

onant electrons in the wave potential well, and the formation of this trap is believed

to play a crucial role in nonlinear wave growth [Nunn, 1974; Dowden et al., 1978;

Vomvoridis and Denavit , 1979; Bell and Inan, 1981; Omura et al., 1991]. The con-

ditions for particle trapping can be summarized by a single collective inhomogeneity

parameter, S, [Omura et al., 1991] defined as:

S =
1

2ω2
t

[(
3VR −

kv2⊥
ωc

)
∂ωc

∂z
− 2ω + ωc

ω

dω

dt

]
, (4.1)

with the quantities ωc, ω, and k representing the electron gyrofrequency, wave fre-

quency and wavenumber, respectively. VR is the resonance velocity and v⊥ is the

component of the particle velocity perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, which is

oriented in the z direction. The quantity ωt is the trapping frequency, defined as:

ωt =

(
qv⊥kBw

me

) 1
2

, (4.2)

where Bw is the wave magnetic field, q is the magnitude of the electron charge and

me is the electron mass.

When S has a magnitude less than 1, particle trapping and consequently nonlinear

wave growth can occur. As shown in Equation 4.1, S depends on the inhomogeneity

of the geomagnetic field (∂ωc

∂z
) as well as on the frequency sweep rate of the wave

(dω
dt

). For simplicity, we first consider the hypothetical case of a constant amplitude

wave. The center of the interaction region is defined at S = 0, and the extent of

the interaction region is defined where |S| < 1. For a monochromatic wave, ‖S(z)‖
is symmetric around the equator, and thus the nonlinear interaction region is also

symmetric around the equator. For a rising frequency ramp, ∂w
∂t

is a positive constant,

and S(z) thus resembles the monochromatic profile except that it is shifted upstream,

to latitudes toward the transmitter. Likewise, the reverse scenario holds true for

a falling frequency ramp, and the nonlinear interaction region shifts downstream,

towards the receiver. For the case of a constant amplitude wave, the spatial shift

in the interaction region is approximately symmetric around the equator for rising
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and falling tones. The inclusion of wave amplification adds to the complexity as ωt

depends on the wave amplitude and the wave amplitude will be growing as a function

of position along the magnetic field line, which then changes the value of S; this

is an important aspect that contributes to the difference in amplification of rising

compared to falling ramps.

4.2.1 Numerical Model

Modeling nonlinear amplification of coherent waves is analytically intractable and

must be approached using numerical techniques. The Vlasov equation in canonical

coordinates is shown in Equation 4.3, where the terms dxi

dt
are governed by the single

particle equations of motion, the Lorentz force.

∂f

∂t
+

n∑
i=1

dxi
dt

∂f

∂xi
= 0 (4.3)

In this study, we simulate the amplification of rising and falling frequency ramps

using a recently developed narrowband Vlasov solver [Harid et al., 2014a]. The solver

discretizes the Vlasov equation on a uniform phase-space grid and then integrates

in time using a first order finite difference linear upwind scheme. The model is well

suited for simulating the growth of coherent waves in the large amplitude regime

where particle phase trapping dominates.

Since the waves in this simulation are coherent, the Vlasov equation can be coupled

to the narrowband wave equations, shown in Equations 4.4 and 4.5, which also account

for the background cold plasma [Nunn, 1974].

∂Bw

∂t
− vg

∂Bw

∂z
= −µ0vg

2
JE (4.4)

∂φw

∂t
− vg

∂φw

∂z
= −µ0vg

2

JB
Bw

(4.5)

The quantities Bw and φw are the wave amplitude and phase of the modulating

wave packet propagating in the −z direction at the group velocity, vg. JE and JB are

components of the resonant current in the direction of the wave electric and magnetic
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fields respectively. The narrowband wave equations are integrated in time with the

same finite difference scheme used for the Vlasov equation.

To simulate the Siple transmissions, we use a centered dipole geomagnetic field

model at L = 4 and a cold plasma density of 250 cm−3. The hot plasma distribution

function is a bi-Maxwellian with a temperature anisotropy (A = (T⊥
T‖

) − 1) of 1.16

and a hot electron density (nh) of 0.25 cm−3. The simulation domain extends out

±5000 km around the equator, chosen based on the minimum trapping amplitude

threshold parameterized by S and for consistency with past work [Nunn, 1974; Gibby

et al., 2008]. Pulses that rise or fall in frequency are injected into the simulation

space by enforcing a chirped phase at the input with an initial amplitude of 0.1

pT. The input pulses are 0.5 seconds in duration, and the rising and falling ramps

have equal though opposite sweep rates, cover the same 500 Hz range of frequencies,

and have the same center frequency. The instantaneous frequency profile for the

rising ramps is given by frise(t) = (fset − 250) + 1000t and for the falling ramps by

ffall(t) = (fset + 250) − 1000t, where fset is the center frequency of the ramp. The

linear growth spectrum for the simulation parameters is shown in Figure 4.3(a), and a

family of linear growth rate curves for varying anisotropies is shown in Figure 4.3(b).

In Figure 4.3(a), the frequency at which the linear growth rate is maximized (fm)

is 2450 Hz, and the center frequencies for the simulation are chosen such that two

frequencies are below fm (1000 Hz, 1500 Hz), and the other two are above fm (3480

Hz, and 4500 Hz). Linear growth alone cannot explain the difference between rising

and falling ramps; however, all signals first undergo linear growth before crossing

the nonlinear threshold. Therefore, rising ramps with a center frequency above the

maximum linear growth rate frequency will at first grow faster than falling ramps as

the starting frequency is closer to fm and subsequently reach the nonlinear threshold

sooner. We thus expect rising ramps to amplify more in these cases and falling ramps

to amplify more in the cases where the center frequency is below the maximum linear

growth rate frequency.

The received wave amplitudes for the fully nonlinear simulations are shown in

Figures 4.3(c-f), plotted as a function of time at the output of the simulation space
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(z = 5000km). For the two cases where the center frequency is below fm, Fig-

ures 4.3(c,d), the falling ramps grow more than the rising ramps. The corresponding

amplification ratios (riser to faller) are 0.554 and 0.556 for the 1000 Hz and 1500 Hz

cases respectively. Figures 4.3(e,f), with center frequencies of 3480 Hz and 4500 Hz,

correspond to the cases where the rising ramp grows faster at first due to the higher

initial linear growth rate and thus reaches the trapping threshold sooner. The corre-

sponding amplification ratios are 2.27 for fset = 3480 Hz and 4181 for fset = 4500 Hz.

In fact, for the 4500 Hz case, Figure 4.3(f), the falling ramp does not reach the trap-

ping threshold and does not undergo any nonlinear growth and subsequently gives a

far lower output amplitude than the rising ramp and thus a very large amplification

ratio, matching well with the infinity ratio cases.

The fact that Siple observations generally show a higher degree of growth for rising

ramps suggests that the transmitted signals are more likely to be above fm. Further,

as seen in Figure 4.3(b), when the electron temperature anisotropy decreases, the

value of fm decreases. Thus, lower anisotropies will favor the growth of risers, as

more of the spectrum is above fm. This is consistent with the observational finding

in Figure 4.2(c) showing that lower noise power (which is associated with less natural

emissions and presumably a lower linear growth rate) favors higher amplification

ratios (better amplification of risers). As A decreases, risers are favored, but the total

growth of signals is expected to be lower, and this trend is seen in Figure 4.2(d)

where higher amplification of risers over fallers is associated with lower total power

in the risers.

Spatial amplitude profiles from the simulation shown in Figure 4.3(e) with fset

= 3480 Hz are shown at two different time steps in the simulation in Figure 4.3(g)

and (h), with an animation of all of the full simulations in the supplementary materi-

als. The dashed curve represents the minimum amplitude for particle trapping for a

monochromatic tone at fset. At t = 0.44s in Figure 4.3(g), in the region upstream of

the equator (z < 0), the waves are below the minimum trapping amplitude and grow

according to linear theory. The linear growth rate, which is a function of the wave

frequency, is initially higher for the rising tone as it starts at a lower frequency. This
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Figure 4.3: (a) The linear growth rate curve as a function of wave frequency for
A = 1.16 and nh = 0.25cm−3 with four points indicating the center frequency for the
simulation in the corresponding panel, and (b) as a family of such curves for a range
of anisotropies. The time series plots show the simulated amplitude at the end of the
interaction region (z=5000 km) for (c) fset = 1000 Hz, (d) fset = 1500 Hz, (e) fset
= 3480 Hz, (f) fset = 4500 Hz for risers (blue) and fallers (red). Additionally, the
spatial amplitude profile over the interaction region is shown at (g) t = 0.44s and at
(h) t = 0.61s for risers (blue) and fallers (red, with the minimum trapping amplitude
for a monochromatic wave with 70 deg pitch angle (black).
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difference in initial linear growth rates ensures that the rising tone crosses the min-

imum trapping amplitude sooner than the falling tone and consequently undergoes

nonlinear growth sooner as well.

At a later time (t = 0.61s), shown in Figure 4.3(h), the waves have propagated

further through the simulation space. The wave amplitude of the falling ramp is still

lower than the rising ramp; however, the falling ramp has grown in time such that

the wave crosses the minimum trapping amplitude. This occurs due to the increase

in linear growth rate resulting from the decrease in the falling ramp frequency and

partially from the accompanying shift of the nonlinear interaction region downstream.

Conversely, the rising ramp begins to damp slightly near (z = 0) because the linear

growth rate has decreased due to the increased frequency; however, since the riser

crossed the trapping threshold earlier in time, the change in the linear growth rate

does not play as much of a role. The net effect is that the rising ramp undergoes

more amplification than the falling frequency ramp.

4.3 Conclusions

Historical observations of Siple Station transmissions [Mielke and Helliwell , 1993;

Carlson et al., 1985a], along with more recent cases from HAARP wave injection

experiments [Golkowski et al., 2008, 2011] and satellite recordings of discrete chorus

elements [Burtis and Helliwell , 1976; Li et al., 2011], indicate a natural preference

for the amplification of rising frequency signals over falling frequency signals. Fur-

thermore, the importance of the time and location of the transition from linear to

nonlinear growth was postulated from wave injection observations made by Golkowski

et al. [2010].

Here, for the first time, we quantify the amplification of rising and falling fre-

quency ramps injected into the magnetosphere from Siple Station, and use a nar-

rowband Vlasov-Maxwell simulation to interpret the results. Simulations show that

the net amplification of frequency ramps depends on both the linear growth rate and

the duration of nonlinear growth. When the center frequency of the ramp is above

fm, the frequency at which the linear growth rate is maximized, rising frequency
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ramps will undergo more initial linear growth. Conversely, falling frequency ramps

will undergo more initial growth when the center frequency is below fm. Further, for

rising frequency ramps the nonlinear interaction region is shifted upstream (to lati-

tudes below the equator for a southern hemisphere transmitter), and thus the rising

ramps can undergo nonlinear growth earlier and for a longer duration owing to the

feedback effect of wave amplitude on the conditions for nonlinear growth (such as

expressed in the S-parameter). These effects combine to result in a net preferential

amplification of rising frequency ramps. In the Siple receptions, we find that rising

frequency ramps generate a total power that is on average 1.9 times higher than that

of falling frequency ramps when both are received within a given transmission. Also,

in 17% of receptions, only the rising frequency ramps are observed, and the falling

ramps are below the detectable signal level. This behavior may occur when the falling

ramps do not reach the threshold for nonlinear growth such as when the ramp center

frequency is well above fm as in Figure 4.3(f). A lower value of hot electron tempera-

ture anisotropy will move fm to lower frequency, further favoring the growth of rising

ramps. This is supported experimentally by the inverse correlation between the am-

plification ratio and both the observed noise power and the total signal power metric.

Finally, in 20% of the receptions, falling ramps are amplified more than rising ramps,

and simulations show that this may occur when the ramp center frequency is below

fm. Our results contribute to the understanding of magnetospheric wave amplifica-

tion and the described mechanism likely also plays a role in chorus emissions, which

likewise exhibit a preference for structured rising as opposed to falling emissions.



Chapter 5

Observational Behavior of

Triggered Emissions

Nonlinear wave-particle interactions result in the exponential temporal amplification

of coherent signals injected into the magnetosphere, as discussed in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4. A second result of these interactions is the generation of new frequency

components called triggered emissions. Triggered emissions are important for under-

standing naturally occurring waves in the magnetosphere such as chorus emissions,

which show similar frequency time structure but have thus far been difficult to in-

terpret or model. The present work aims to provide a better understanding of the

observed structure of triggered emissions to inform further work and is in review as

Li et al. [2015b].

In this work, we analyze a database of receptions of a mini-diagnostic (MDIAG)

format transmitted by Siple in 1986, which included long and short fixed frequency

tones, falling frequency ramps, and a pair of tones closely spaced in frequency, under

a variety of times and conditions in order to build a statistical understanding of

the time-frequency behavior of triggered emissions (TEs). We also apply the same

analysis process to study triggering from the staircase coherence (STACO) format,

which includes rising and falling frequency ramps, to further extend our analysis of the

effect of the triggering signal on triggered emissions. Past experimental work solely

focused on triggering from fixed frequency tones, but here, by considering observations

75
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of triggered emissions based on the different triggering elements, we show that the

triggering element has a significant effect on the resulting triggered emission. By

quantifying the overall frequency change, we then show that the physical process

governing the free-running behavior of triggered emissions is effectively independent

of the triggering signal once the triggered emission begins. These statistical bounds

on the properties of the behavior of triggered emissions are important for evaluating

our theoretical understanding of the triggered emission generation mechanism and

the validity of numerical simulations.

5.1 Past Observations and Modeling Efforts

To frame this statistical understanding of triggered emission behavior and to provide

some background to understanding triggered emissions, we include a brief review of

related past research. Similarly, in order to interpret the experimental results, we

have also included a short review of the three common numerical models used to

simulate triggered emissions and provide theoretical interpretation.

The generation of free running emissions is a key feature of the coherent wave

instability. Triggered emissions typically occur after the transmitted signal undergoes

a period of exponential temporal growth and generally take the form of narrowband

rising, falling or various hook-like elements. These basic forms are commonly referred

to as risers, fallers, and hooks [Helliwell and Carpenter , 1962; Helliwell , 1965]. The

earliest work observed the generation of these triggered emissions from Morse code

VLF Navy transmissions [Helliwell et al., 1964; Helliwell , 1965; Kimura, 1968; Lasch,

1969] or from natural signals such as whistlers [Carpenter et al., 1969], while later work

focused on observations of triggered emissions from Siple transmissions [Helliwell and

Katsufrakis , 1974; Stiles and Helliwell , 1977; Helliwell , 1988b,a; Sa, 1990]. Repeated

observations of triggered emission behavior provided phenomenological descriptions

of conditions for triggering. Stiles and Helliwell [1975] found that triggering occurs

only after the transmitted pulses undergoes its exponential growth and saturates,

and Helliwell [1988b] observed that triggering usually generates risers and can occur

repeatedly until the transmitted pulse ends. The falling triggered emissions, so-called
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fallers, were observed to occur when the signal terminates near the saturation level

and when the transmitted pulses were short in duration, <200 ms [Lasch, 1969;

Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1974]. The saturation level is the amplitude at which the

nonlinear amplification of the injected frequency signal terminates and after which

other nonlinear effects, such as triggered emissions, may occur [Gibby et al., 2008].

Rising and falling triggered emissions, and the times at which the triggering begins,

were also found to relate to phase advances in the transmitted pulse [Paschal , 1988,

Chapter 4].

Numerical modeling of triggered emissions has proven to be an incredibly chal-

lenging task, in spite of work by several research groups over many decades. While

various numerical approaches have provided insight into the triggering process and

behavior, modeling attempts have not successfully reproduced the entire range of trig-

gered emission behavior. Both hybrid- [Katoh and Omura, 2006] and full- [Hikishima

et al., 2010] particle-in-cell (PIC) codes successfully simulated rising tone triggered

emissions, and the results suggest that triggering occurs at the back end of the input

signal near the magnetic equator and that the resonant current formation by un-

trapped electrons plays an important role in the triggering process. Using the Vlasov

Hybrid Simulation (VHS) code, Nunn et al. [2005] performed a parametric study

and found that low input amplitudes generate fallers, intermediate input amplitudes

generate risers, and large input amplitudes generate fallers or hooks. The frequency

sweep rate of the resulting triggered emission was shown to be most dependent on

the cold plasma density, where lower densities resulted in higher sweep rates. Phe-

nomenological approaches [Helliwell , 1967; Trakhtengerts et al., 2003] have proven to

be very general in generating any desired form of triggered emission, with the spectral

form of the triggered emission primarily dependent on the position and motion of the

location (i.e., the locus) of the interaction region. However, it is otherwise difficult to

ascertain the validity of these approaches due to the large number of free parameters.
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Figure 5.1: Spectrograms of (a) the transmitted MDIAG format and two conjugate
hemisphere receptions with (b) a canonical simple riser and (c) a wide variety of
triggered emissions. All collected triggered emissions are overlaid on the same plot to
show the frequency and time profiles of risers (blue) and fallers (red) triggered from
the transmitted (d) long tone, (e) short tones and (f) falling ramps. The vertical axis
describes the triggered emission’s frequency change relative to its initial triggering
frequency, and the horizontal axis describes the triggered emission’s initiation time
relative to the time at which the transmitted signal was received. The triggered
emissions from the doublets are not included in the spectrogram or as an overlay plot
due to an insufficient number of observations. For clarity in displaying the overlay
plots, the triggered hook emissions are not included as they would overlap with and
obscure the risers and fallers, and the color-coded numbers in (d-f) describe the
number of plotted risers (blue) and fallers (red) for each triggering element.

5.2 The 1986 MDIAG and STACO Data Set

We characterize triggered emission behavior by examining two transmission formats

and their associated triggered emissions that were received at the Lake Mistissini
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receiver during 1986. The first format is the mini-diagnostic format, abbreviated

MDIAG, which was first discussed in Section 3.1 and described here again for refer-

ence. The MDIAG format was commonly transmitted by Siple Station in 1986 and is

shown in spectrogram format in Figure 5.1(a). The entire transmission is centered on

an operator-selected tuning frequency, fset, which ranged from 1680 Hz to 5100 Hz.

The format is composed of a 2-s “long” tone at fset, five 200-ms “short” tones, two 1-s

−1 kHz/s “falling ramps” centered at fset, and a 7-s dual frequency tone, “doublet”,

spaced 30 Hz apart and centered on fset +495 Hz. The long tone begins with a power

ramp, where the transmitted power is increased from −10 dB to 0 dB over the first

second. The short tones descend in a staircase from +500 Hz to −500 Hz from fset

in 250 Hz steps. The second of the two frequency ramps is transmitted at −6 dB

below the power of the first ramp. Data from the conjugate receiving station in Lake

Mistissini, Canada, is available for 1143 transmissions of the MDIAG format, and 444

receptions were detected for a 39% reception rate. The format was originally used for

assessing reception conditions to determine if other studies could be conducted, and

similar diagnostic transmission formats were used throughout the years of operation

of Siple Station.

Two case examples of MDIAG receptions are shown in Figures 5.1(b-c), and high-

light the wide range of triggered emission behavior. Figure 5.1(b) illustrates a canon-

ical riser, which initiates from the long tone and then rises in frequency at a relatively

constant frequency sweep rate. In contrast, Figure 5.1(c) demonstrates the more com-

mon behavior, where a number of triggered emissions are triggered by the injected

signal. Here, we see that not only are risers excited, but fallers and hooks (triggered

emissions that change from a riser to a faller or vice versa) are also generated. To

develop our data set of 3469 triggered emissions excited from our 444 MDIAG trans-

missions, we first processed each transmission to generate a high time and frequency

resolution spectrogram. Using the spectrogram, we considered narrower time and

frequency windows around each type of triggering element (long tone, short tones,

ramps, and doublet) and manually identified and selected time and frequency points

corresponding to each triggered emission. Each triggered emission was then labeled
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based on its frequency behavior, where signals that only increased or decreased in fre-

quency were labeled as risers or fallers and signals that both increased and decreased

in frequency were labeled as hooks. The results are compiled in Table 5.1. Hooks

are also further subdivided into positive hooks, hooks that initially rise in frequency,

and negative hooks, hooks that initially fall in frequency. The upper half of Table 5.1

categorizes the number and percentage of triggered emissions triggered by each trans-

mission element (long tone, short tones, falling ramps, and doublet) of the MDIAG

format.

To characterize an aggregate profile of all 3469 triggered emissions, overlay plots

in Figures 5.1(d-f) plot the aggregate time-frequency profile of risers (blue) and fallers

(red) differentiated by the triggering element. For clarity, the triggered hook emis-

sions are not shown on these plot due to their overlap with other triggered emissions.

The vertical axis describes the frequency change of the triggered emissions relative to

their initial initiation frequency, while the horizontal axis describes when the triggered

emissions began relative to when the triggering MDIAG transmission was received.

The triggering transmission element plays a significant role in the determining the

resulting type of triggered emission, but in general, risers initiate earlier than fallers

and extend to higher frequencies and endure for longer durations. The doublet trans-

mission element exhibits a suppression effect [Helliwell et al., 1986] that suppresses

the amplification of the doublet signals and disturbs the conditions conducive for gen-

erating triggered emissions. As such, the triggered emissions triggered from doublets,

numbering 109 triggered emissions, are not shown or further considered here due to

the statistically insufficient number of cases.

As the MDIAG format only includes falling frequency ramps, we also examine the

behavior of triggered emissions from a second transmission format called the stair-

case coherence format, abbreviated STACO, which includes both rising and falling

frequency ramps. The STACO format, first discussed in Section 4.1 and described

again here for reference, was transmitted by Siple from July to December of 1986

and is illustrated in Figure 5.2(a). This format is composed of two identical sets of

rising, 1 kHz/s ramp elements (Riser 1 and Riser 2), followed by two identical sets

of falling, −1 kHz/s ramp elements (Faller 1 and Faller 2). Each ramp set contains
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five 1-s elements approximating an ideal frequency ramp composed of 1 ms, 10 ms,

25 ms, 50 ms, and 100 ms long tones. The entire transmission is centered on an op-

erator selected tuning frequency, fset, which ranged from 1680 Hz to 4020 Hz. Data

from the conjugate receiving station is available for 170 transmissions of the STACO

format, and 63 receptions were detected for a 37% reception rate, although one case

is excluded from further analysis due an operator transmission error. The format was

originally intended for studying the required time-frequency spacing to approximate

a continuous frequency ramp [Mielke and Helliwell , 1993], and has also been recently

used to quantify the observed preferential nonlinear amplification of rising ramps over

falling ramps [Li et al., 2015a].

An example of a STACO reception is shown in Figure 5.2(b), with the white lines

at 3980 Hz and 2980 Hz marking the frequency extent of the transmitted signals in

order to highlight the triggered emissions rising and falling at the end of the ramp

elements. To characterize an aggregate profile of the 1183 triggered emissions excited

from our set of 62 complete STACO transmissions, overlay plots in Figures 5.2(c-d)

plot the aggregate time-frequency profile of all risers (blue) and fallers (red) separated

by the triggering element. For clarity, the hooks are not shown due to their overlap

with other triggered emissions. The vertical axis describes the frequency change of

the triggered emissions relative to their initial initiation frequency, while the horizon-

tal axis describes when the triggered emissions began relative to the reception of a

frequency ramp in the STACO transmission. These overlay plots once again highlight

the significant role of the triggering transmission element in determining the result-

ing type of triggered emission,where rising ramps tend to generate rising triggered

emissions and falling ramps generate falling triggered emissions. It can also be seen

that risers extend to higher frequencies and endure for longer durations than fallers.

As before, the triggered emissions are again labeled as risers, fallers, or hooks and

are categorized in the STACO half of Table 5.1 by the number and percentage of

triggered emissions triggered by each transmission element (rising ramps and falling

ramps).
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Risers Fallers Hooks Positive Negative

M
D

IA
G

All 1111 1220 1138 759 379
Long Tone 779 372 585 505 80

Short Tones 173 379 227 124 103
Falling Ramps 99 432 246 65 181

Doublet 43 15 51 44 7

S
T

A
C

O All 474 225 484 409 75
Rising Ramps 458 27 405 404 1
Falling Ramps 14 198 79 5 74

Risers Fallers Hooks Positive Negative

M
D

IA
G

All 32% 35% 33% 22% 11%
Long Tone 45% 21% 34% 29% 4.6%

Short Tones 22% 49% 29% 16% 13%
Falling Ramps 13% 56% 32% 8.4% 23%

Doublet 39% 14% 47% 40% 6.4%

S
T

A
C

O All 40% 19% 41% 35% 6.3%
Rising Ramps 51% 3.0% 46% 45% 0.1%
Falling Ramps 4.8% 68% 27% 1.7% 25%

Table 5.1: Table of MDIAG and STACO Triggered Emission Statistics in 1986, il-
lustrating the overall number of triggered emissions, divided into risers, fallers, and
hooks, with hooks further subdivided into positive (initially rising) and negative (ini-
tially falling) hooks. The two versions provide the counts and percentages of each
type of triggered emission excited by a given transmission element. The percentages
for risers, fallers, and hooks sum to 100%, while the positive and negative hook per-
centages sum to the percentage of hooks. The top half of each table describes the
results for the MDIAG format with further subdivisions by the long tone, short tones,
falling ramps, and doublet elements, while the lower half of each table describes the
results for the STACO format with subdivisions for the rising and falling ramps.
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Figure 5.2: Spectrograms of (a) the transmitted STACO format, and (b) an example
of the received signal including triggered emissions on various elements. All collected
STACO triggered emissions are overlaid on the same plot to show the frequency and
time profile of risers (blue) and fallers (red) triggered by (c) rising ramps and (d)
falling ramps. The vertical axis describes the triggered emission’s frequency change
relative to its initial triggering frequency, and the horizontal axis describes the trig-
gered emission’s initiation time relative to the time at which the transmitted signal
was received. For clarity in displaying the overlay plots, the triggered hook emissions
are not included as they would overlap with and obscure the risers and fallers, and the
color-coded numbers in (d-f) describe the number of plotted risers (blue) and fallers
(red) for each triggering element.
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5.3 Statistical Characterization of Triggered Emis-

sions

As triggered emissions can take on complex forms and can overlap significantly in

time and frequency with one another, we were unable to use an automated approach

to detect triggered emissions. Instead, we visually inspected a high-resolution spec-

trogram of each transmission and manually identified the triggered emissions. The

initiation time of each triggered emission and the specified transmission element times

in the transmission format were used to identify which transmission element was the

triggering element. We selected a number of features to quantify triggered emission

behavior and primarily analyzed the net frequency change (frequency change) and the

initial frequency sweep rate (sweep rate). The frequency change is computed as the

ending frequency minus the starting frequency. The initial sweep rate is calculated

as the slope between the first two manually selected time-frequency points of the

triggered emission and characterizes the instantaneous frequency sweep rate of the

triggered emission at the moment of initiation. This is based on the assumption that

the initial sweep rate most closely describes the initiation process and that the later

behavior is driven by its own, independent interactions with the energetic electrons.

Other parameters that we consider include the initial frequency at which the triggered

emission began, the operator selected fset transmission frequency, the frequency at

which the triggered emission ended, and the maximum frequency that the triggered

emission reached.

An overview of aggregate triggered emission behavior is shown in Figure 5.3.

Here, we divide the plots of triggered emissions from the MDIAG format into the

standard classes of risers, fallers, and hooks. Each 2D histogram shows the occurrence

of triggered emissions and their evolution in time and frequency relative to their

triggering initiation time and frequency. The stacked histogram of risers and fallers in

Figure 5.3(a) illustrates their differing extent of frequency change and time duration,

and a comparison with the hooks in Figure 5.3(b) on their right demonstrate how

hooks could be considered as combinations of risers and fallers. The color reflects

the density in occurrence of triggered emissions in a given time and frequency bin
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and the high density regions indicate a narrow cone of behavior for risers and fallers

that can be used to define the prototypical riser and faller. This high-density cone

also indicates that many triggered emissions last only a short duration, <0.5s, and

undergo only small amounts of frequency change, ∼200 Hz, and that the fallers fall

at a slightly higher sweep rate than risers rise. Overall, the risers last for a longer

duration and extend to significantly higher frequencies than fallers, about twice as

much in both respects. The hooks fill in the empty region between risers and fallers,

and also exhibit behavior similar to combinations of the risers and fallers.
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Figure 5.3: A two dimensional histogram showing the density in occurrence of trig-
gered emissions from the MDIAG format with a given time and frequency change
from the triggering initiation time and frequency for (a) risers (top) and fallers (bot-
tom), and (c) hooks. The color axis describes the number of triggered emissions in
log scale.

We now consider the statistical characteristics of triggered emission behavior, as

shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Figures 5.4(a-c) (top row) show histograms of the
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net frequency change for triggered emissions triggered by the (a) long tone, (b) short

tones, and (c) falling ramps. Figures 5.4(d-f) (bottom row) show histograms of the

initial sweep rate for triggered emissions from the (d) long tone, (e) short tones, and (f)

falling ramps. Figures 5.5(a-c) (top row) show scatterplots showing sweep rate versus

frequency change for triggered emissions from the (a) long tone, (b) short tones, and

(c) falling ramps. And Figures 5.5(d-f) (bottom row) show scatterplots of frequency

change versus initial frequency for triggered emissions from the (d) long tone, (e)

short tones, and (f) falling ramps. All blue plot elements represent risers, while red

elements represent fallers. In Figures 5.5(a-c), the green elements in quadrants II

and IV represent hooks, where the initial sweep rate may not reflect the overall net

frequency change. Each row is divided into the three main MDIAG format elements,

long tone, short tones, and falling ramps, as the overlay plots in Figure 5.1 indicate

a significant dependence on the triggering element. The text in the Figures 5.4(a-f)

details the number of net risers (blue) and net fallers (red) observed; these numbers

cover all triggered emissions with a net positive or negative frequency change.

In general, from Figures 5.4(a-c), the net frequency extent ranges from −1 kHz to

2.5 kHz, with risers undergoing a larger change in frequency than fallers, a median

change of 558 Hz compared with −198 Hz for fallers. More specifically, the long tone

exhibits significantly more triggered emissions and a preference for exciting more

risers than fallers. The set of five short tones and the falling ramps preferentially

excite fallers, and the short tone triggered emissions tend to undergo smaller changes

in frequency. From Figures 5.4(d-f), we see the preference at initiation for the long

tone to excite more risers and for the short tone and the falling ramps to excite more

fallers and that for all triggered emissions the initial frequency sweep rate ranges

from −5 kHz/s to 5 kHz/s, although 97.8% of the cases are between −2.5 kHz/s and

2.5 kHz/s. We can also compare the sweep rate versus the net frequency change as

shown in Figures 5.5(a-c). As before, the long tone appears to trigger more risers and

the short tones and falling ramps trigger more fallers. Furthermore, this presentation

of a scatterplot allows the examination of hooks as well, in green. The long tone

generates more rising hooks, while the short tones and falling ramps produce more

negative hooks. Another interesting result is that risers and fallers appear to exhibit
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Figure 5.4: Analysis plots summarizing statistical observations and correlations of the
time-frequency behavior of triggered emissions (TEs) excited from MDIAG transmis-
sions. Histograms of net frequency change and initial frequency sweep rates of the
triggered emissions are broken down by the triggering element type of (a,d) long tone,
(b,e) short tones, and (c,f) falling ramps in the left, middle, and right columns re-
spectively. Blue bars illustrate net risers, while red bars illustrate net fallers. (Net
frequency change includes all triggering emission types that end with positive or neg-
ative frequency change, and net sweep rate includes all triggering types that begin
with positive or negative sweep rates.) The numbers in each subplot describe the
number of net risers (blue) and net fallers (red) observed.

different distributions, with fallers (red) in the lower left quadrant demonstrating a

much smaller range in frequency change and sweep rate than the risers (blue) in the

upper right quadrant.

While we compared a number of frequency parameters, between the initial fre-

quency, the ending frequency, the maximum frequency, the transmission frequency,

the frequency change, and the frequency sweep rate, we show just one comparison in

Figures 5.5(d-f) between the frequency change and the initial frequency of triggered
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Figure 5.5: Additional summary plots of triggered emissions (TEs) excited from
MDIAG transmissions. The scatterplots show the frequency sweep rate as a function
of the net frequency change for the (g) long tone, (h) short tones, and (i) falling
ramps. The dashed black lines show the zero sweep rate and zero frequency change
boundaries with risers in blue, fallers in red, and hooks in green. Similarly, the scat-
terplots show the net frequency change as a function of the initial triggered emission
frequency for triggered emissions from the (g) long tone, (h) short tones, and (i)
falling ramps. And the dashed black line shows the zero frequency change boundary.

emissions. There appears to be a weak trend in Figure 5.5(d) where the extent in

frequency change decreases as the initial frequency increases, but there is no definitive

correlation due to fewer cases at the high and low initial frequencies. And to avoid

any confusion, the apparent structure of the scatterplot in Figure 5.5(d) is due to the

limited discrete transmission frequencies used, while the lack of such structure in (k)

and (l) is due to the multiple offsets in frequency from fset with the short tones and

falling ramps in a transmission. Comparison of the frequency change with the fset

transmission frequency, the ending triggered emission frequency, and the triggered
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emission maximum frequency also reveals no correlation. Similarly, the frequency

change does not depend on the value of the Kp index.

In addition to considering the time-frequency behavior of individual triggered

emissions, we are also interested in understanding the parameters that determine the

total number of triggered emissions excited by a given transmission. We checked for

a dependence of the total number of triggered emissions for an MDIAG transmission

on the Kp at transmission in Figure 5.6(b), and also include a plot of the general Kp

conditions under which detection occurs in Figure 5.6(a). Figure 5.6(a) illustrates

the breakdown of the Kp index at transmission into five quantiles and the percent of

transmissions received for each quantile. We note here that transmissions are usually

detected more often when Kp is low, which is in good agreement with the quieting

conditions of Kp for reception of Siple signals noted in Li et al. [2014]. The conditions

of lower Kp are likely required in order for the formation of ducts for the propaga-

tion of ELF/VLF waves. Taking the received transmissions, we can then consider

the number of triggered emissions based on the Kp conditions. Figure 5.6(b) breaks

down transmissions by low (0-2), middle (3-12), and high (13+) number of triggered

emissions and the Kp at transmission is again divided into five quantiles. The num-

ber separations were selected by examining at a histogram of the occurrence of given

counts of triggered emissions. While there does not appear to be any strong correla-

tion between the low and mid cases of triggered emissions with Kp, the high number

cases have a weak trend suggesting that more disturbed geomagnetic conditions, as

reflected by higher Kp, may result in a higher number of triggered emissions for a

transmission.

Another parameter which may be important in determining the number of trig-

gered emissions is the total amplification of the injected signal. The total growth can

be measured by finding the narrowband signal amplitude of an injected transmission

as in Figure 5.6(c) and subtracting the noise floor from the saturation threshold [Li

et al., 2014]. We measure the total growth of the long tone element from our 444

MDIAG transmissions and compare the total growth with the number of triggered

emissions excited by the long tone as shown in Figure 5.6(d). We observe that there

is a weak linear correlation between the number of triggered emissions and the total
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growth with ρ = 0.56 with a p-value< 0.01. The correlation is less pronounced when

only considering the total number of risers or fallers, and the total number of trig-

gered emissions is taken to be more representative of the overall triggering activity

for a given transmission.
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Figure 5.6: Five quantile Kp binned histograms of (a) receptions normalized by total
transmissions with receptions in blue and non-detections in red, and (b) of cases
with low (0-2) in blue, middle (3-12) in green, and high (13+) in red number of
triggered emissions. (c) An explanation plot of the amplitude characteristics of the
nonlinear growth phase of the injected signal provides context for the plot of (d) the
number of triggered emissions excited by the long tone in a MDIAG transmission as
a function of the total growth (saturation − noise) of the transmission. The total
growth and the number of triggered emissions are linearly correlated with ρ = 0.56
with a p-value< 0.01.

Furthermore, the observed frequency-time dispersion of the falling frequency ramps

in the MDIAG format can be utilized to estimate the L-shell and the cold electron
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density at the equator, Neq, of the path of propagation [Golkowski , 2009, Section

3.2]. For the observations where the ramp element was present, we calculate the cold

plasma parameters associated with the transmission. The L-shell ranges from ∼ 3.5

to ∼ 6.5, and the Neq values range from ∼ 1e − cm−3 to ∼ 600e − cm−3. No corre-

lation is observed between the number of triggered emissions or the initial triggered

emission frequency sweep rate and the L-shell of Neq. This differs from the work by

Nunn et al. [2005], which found a strong dependence of the emission sweep rate on

the cold electron density at the equator. Hot plasma parameters from in-situ satellite

measurements are not available for this intervals.

By applying a similar analysis method to triggered emissions from STACO trans-

missions of ±1 kHz/s ramps, we extend our analysis to also compare the effects of

an injected rising versus falling frequency ramp (although the amplitude analysis

and the L-shell and Neq comparisons are only applied to the MDIAG data). As the

staircase tones approximate ramps quite closely, we can consider the vast majority of

triggered emissions as having been triggered from the ramps, with the 100 ms tone

approximation as the only exception. The results in Figure 5.7 show two histograms

quantifying the net frequency change (a-b) and initial frequency sweep rate behavior

(c-d) of triggered emissions excited from rising (left column) and falling ramps (right

column), as well as two scatterplots (e-f) showing sweep rate versus frequency change.

Again, all blue plot elements represent risers, while red elements represent fallers, and

as before, the green elements in Figures 5.5(a-c) represent hooks. The plots in the

left column correspond with triggered emissions from rising ramps, while the plots in

the right column correspond with triggered emissions from falling ramps. The inset

text in the top four subfigures describes the total number of risers (blue) and fallers

(red) observed.

While the results from analyzing STACO transmissions, as shown in Figures 5.7(a-

d), demonstrate similar ranges in net frequency change and initial frequency sweep

rates as the MDIAG triggered emissions, the triggering effect of different transmission

elements is significantly more pronounced. Rising ramps, (a) and (c), show a clear

and strong preference for risers, with a median frequency increase of 391 Hz and a

median initial sweep rate of 1.03 kHz/s, while the falling ramps, (b) and (d), show
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Figure 5.7: Analysis plots summarizing statistical observations and correlations of
the time-frequency behavior of triggered emissions (TEs) excited from STACO trans-
missions. Histograms of net frequency change and initial frequency sweep rates of
the triggered emissions are broken down by (a,c) rising and (b,d) falling ramps. Blue
bars illustrate net risers, while red bars illustrate net fallers. (Net frequency change
includes all triggering emission types that end with positive or negative frequency
change, and net sweep rate includes all triggering types that begin with positive or
negative sweep rates.) The numbers in each subplot describe the number of net risers
(blue) and net fallers (red) observed. The scatterplots show the frequency sweep rate
as a function of the net frequency change for (e) rising and (f) falling ramps. The
dashed black lines show the zero sweep rate and zero frequency change boundaries
with fallers in red, risers in blue, and hooks in green.
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the opposite preference for fallers, with a median frequency change of −166 Hz and a

median sweep rate of −0.73 kHz/s. This preferential triggering extends to the hooks

generated, as shown in Figures 5.7(e) and (f), where rising ramps generate almost

exclusively positive hooks (i.e., hooks that initially increase in frequency) and falling

ramps negative hooks (i.e., hooks that initially decrease in frequency) . Although

the STACO and MDIAG falling ramps are both −1 kHz/s ramps, any difference in

behavior may be attributed to the larger number of ramps in the STACO format and

to human error in labeling the triggering element for the MDIAG format.

For reference, we have included tabulated results describing the median net fre-

quency change and initial frequency sweep rate behavior of triggered emissions from

MDIAG and STACO transmissions in 1986. Table 5.2 describes both the median

frequency change for net risers and fallers and the median frequency sweep rate for

initial risers and fallers, as triggered by long tones, short tones, falling ramps, and

rising ramps. The breakdown further supports the result that characterizes risers as

undergoing more frequency change than fallers as well as the observation that the

transmission type or element plays a significant role in determining the initial trig-

gering response such as in the initial frequency sweep rate. Several cells are left blank,

due to an insufficient number of triggered emissions for analysis.

5.4 Discussion and Model Validation

These statistical characterizations of triggered emission behavior can be used to direct

theoretical exploration and to constrain numerical simulations of triggered emissions.

From Figures 5.4(a-f) and Figures 5.7(a-d), we find that overall, triggered emissions

have a net frequency change between −1 kHz and 2.5 kHz and initiate with an initial

sweep rate ranging between −2.5 kHz/s and 2.5 kHz/s. We also observe that risers

appear to undergo a wider range in net frequency change than fallers, as noted by the

spread in Figures 5.5(a-c) and to a lesser extent in Figures 5.7(e-f) and as summa-

rized by the median frequency change values of 397 Hz to 601 Hz for the risers and

of −145 Hz to −252 Hz for the fallers in Table 5.2. This typical triggered emission

behavior is also illustrated in an alternate form by Figure 5.3(a), where the cone
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Net Riser Net Faller Initial Riser Initial Faller
∆Frequency ∆Frequency Sweep Rate Sweep Rate

MDIAG

All 558 Hz -198 Hz 581 Hz/s -735 Hz/s
Long Tone 601 Hz −214 Hz 602 Hz/s −726 Hz/s

Short Tones 536 Hz −155 Hz 520 Hz/s −681 Hz/s
Falling Ramps 536 Hz −252 Hz 571 Hz/s −817 Hz/s

Doublet —— —— —— ——

STACO
All 397 Hz -155 Hz 1017 Hz/s -726 Hz/s

Rising Ramps 391 Hz −145 Hz 1025 Hz/s ——
Falling Ramps 477 Hz −166 Hz —— −726 Hz/s

Table 5.2: Table of MDIAG and STACO Triggered Emission Statistics in 1986, il-
lustrating the median frequency change for net risers and fallers and the median
frequency sweep rate for initial risers and fallers triggered by each element of the
MDIAG and STACO transmission formats. Net riser or faller indicates a triggered
emission with overall positive or negative frequency change, and initial riser or faller
includes a triggered emission with initial positive or negative sweep rate.

of higher occurrence illustrates the difference in frequency and time extent between

the risers and fallers. This difference in behavior between risers and fallers hints at

potential differences in conditions suitable for generation and sustained evolution of

triggered emissions based on their initial type and may relate to the observed prefer-

ential amplification of rising frequency ramps in Li et al. [2015a]. While the precise

physical mechanism is not yet known, one possible explanation is suggested by Li

et al. [2015a], which found that injected rising ramps are preferentially amplified due

to favorable linear growth rate conditions that allow for an earlier initiation of non-

linear amplification. Similarly, risers may be preferentially amplified over fallers as

the experimental conditions may allow for a larger range of frequencies to support

continued amplification of risers. The linear growth rate curve as a function of fre-

quency also decreases more rapidly as the frequency decreases but more gradually as

the frequency increases. Nonlinear effects are also likely important, but some basic

differences in behavior are already evident from the linear growth rate profile. There

are some suggestions that the range of frequency change depends slightly on the ini-

tial frequency of the triggered emission as observed by the range of frequency changes
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observed in Figure 5.5(d), but there are an insufficient number of receptions at higher

fset frequencies. Figure 5.3(b) also suggests that the overall frequency-time behavior

of hooks can be considered as a combination of risers and fallers.

Another important result is that the format of the original triggering element

directly impacts the resulting triggered emissions. Here, we clearly show that long

tones [Figure 5.4(a,d)], short tones [Figure 5.4(b,e)], falling ramps [Figure 5.4(c,f)

and Figure 5.7(a,c)], and rising ramps [Figure 5.7(b,d)] each exhibit a particular

preference in the initial behavior of the triggered emission. Specifically, the differences

in triggering behavior can be attributed to the two primary factors of duration and

sweep rate of the triggering signal. We note that the difference in duration between

the long tone and the short tones, and the difference in the rising versus falling ramps,

result in the generation of quite different triggered emissions, where the long tone and

rising ramps favor risers (45% and 51%) and positive hooks (29% and 45%) while the

short tones and falling ramps favor fallers (49%, 56%, and 68%) and negative hooks

(13%, 23%, and 25%). These differences in triggered emission types are illustrated by

the traces of the different triggered emissions in Figures 5.1(d-f) and Figures 5.2(c-d)

and broken down by percentage in Table 5.1. Consequently, any complete theory of

triggered emissions should address the dependence on the form of the triggering signal,

and numerical simulations of triggered emissions should be expected to reproduce

a range of triggered emissions just by varying the signal duration and sweep rate.

Despite this dependence on the form of the triggering signal, the triggered emissions

can also become quite free-running at a later timepoint. This can be noted by the

large number of hooks that are triggered which undergo varied frequency sweep rate

changes over time, as shown in the aggregate by the hooks in Figure 5.3(b).

Theoretical treatment or numerical simulations of the triggered emission process

should also reproduce wave amplification, as triggered emissions typically occur af-

ter the transmitted signal reaches saturation and ceases amplification, or when the

signal terminates [Stiles and Helliwell , 1977]. However, the dependence of triggering

behavior on signal amplitude leads to some difficulty in determining the exact the-

oretical contribution of the duration and sweep rate of the triggering signal on the

triggered emission behavior, as the same two features also play a role in determining
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the amplification of the triggering signal [Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1974; Li et al.,

2015a]. Future examination of the two ramps of differing power in the MDIAG format

may provide some insight into the effect of amplitude versus sweep rate on the result-

ing triggered emissions. We also note that the doublets produce very few triggered

emissions, supporting the observed suppression effect due to wave-wave interactions

[Helliwell , 1983]. The weak trend of more triggered emissions occurring when Kp at

transmission is higher, from Figure 5.6(b), implies that more disturbed conditions

reflect energetic particle distributions with higher free energy (or anisotropy), allow-

ing for more triggering. Similarly, the moderate correlation between the number of

generated triggered emissions and the total growth of the injected signals in Fig-

ure 5.6(d) implies that the energy available for nonlinear amplification relates to the

energy available for the generation and amplification of triggered emissions.

The STACO triggered emission behavior, in Figure 5.7(a-d), also revisits the ques-

tion regarding the time of termination of the triggering signal and the initiation of the

triggered emission. Stiles and Helliwell [1975] first raised this question in observing

that triggered emissions begin at the same frequency as the triggering signal and that

the two signals could not be separated. At that time, Stiles and Helliwell [1975],

somewhat arbitrarily, defined only the unamplified signal as the injected or triggering

signal. We revisit this question as the triggered emissions from the STACO ramps

not only begin at the same frequency as the triggering signal, but also initiate at

the same frequency sweep rate. For the rising ramps at 1 kHz/s, the triggered risers

begin with a median initial frequency sweep rate of 1.03 kHz/s. And for the falling

ramps at −1 kHz/s, the sweep rates of the triggered fallers are still quite close at

−0.73 kHz/s. Tones may exhibit similar behavior with triggered emissions initiating

with a 0 kHz/s sweep rate, but are difficult to detect as such behavior would simply

appear to lengthen the tone. This behavior of the triggered emission as an extension

or re-radiation of the injected signal may have implications in understanding the trig-

gering process and may also tie in with the wave amplification process. As we note in

simulations of wave amplification [Harid et al., 2014a], the amplification process can

result in a lengthening of the injected pulse, which may actually correspond with the

generation of a triggered emission.
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We now briefly consider how our statistical observations might update the ob-

servations and features described by Stiles and Helliwell [1975]. Stiles and Helliwell

[1975] provided a first statistical description of triggered emission behavior by ana-

lyzing the time evolution of spectral profiles of triggered emissions. In this study,

the authors examined triggered emissions observed from several days in 1963 of con-

stant frequency tones transmitted by the NAA and the Forestport, New York Omega

transmitters and received at Eights Station, Antarctica, as well as constant frequency

tones transmitted from Siple Station, Antarctica and received at Roberval, Quebec,

Canada. Of the conclusions presented by Stiles and Helliwell [1975], we address the

points regarding the time-frequency behavior (1-5,7). We agree (1) that triggered

emissions ”begin at the frequency of the transmitted signal” and for the most part

(3-4) that the ”initial low-amplitude portions of the [triggered emissions] stimulated

by Siple ... are also fairly repeatable” and are generally well-behaved. In part, we

also agree (2) that some triggered emissions, ”regardless of their final slope, initially

rise upon leaving the triggering frequency”, but have noted several cases which do

not conform to this behavior, such as falling frequency ramps that often trigger pure

fallers. This conclusion may also depend on the power of the transmitted signal and

be more accurate for the transmitted lower-powered tones in the original study of

Stiles and Helliwell [1975]. We cannot comment for certain on (7) that ”the genera-

tion process [of triggered emissions] is relatively independent of transmitter frequency

and power”, as we only examine data from Siple Station, which was also significantly

more powerful in 1986 than in 1963. However, we believe that our observations of

triggered emissions appear more varied than those reported in Stiles and Helliwell

[1975]. Finally, we disagree strongly with (5) that the triggered emissions initiated

by Siple transmissions ”rarely drift more than 100 Hz above the triggering frequency

before the triggering signal has terminated”. In fact, we find that triggered emissions

initiated by Siple signals can drift far more than 100 Hz from the triggering frequency

before the injected signal terminates and can undergo very significant overall changes

in frequency.

Similarly, we consider how our observations may update the features of triggered

emissions covered in the review papers presented by Matsumoto [1979] and Omura
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et al. [1991]. Of the features concerning the time-frequency behavior in Omura et al.

[1991] (1-2,4), we agree that (1) triggered ”emissions have a narrow bandwidth” and

that (4) triggered emissions undergo considerable ”total frequency change” and can

exhibit ”complex emission forms”. However, we disagree with (2) that triggered

emissions are ”long enduring” with a duration ”many times that of the triggering

pulse.” Instead, we find that although there are emissions of long duration, many

triggered emissions endure for only a short time, commonly lasting less than 0.5

s and for a shorter duration than the triggering pulse. Overall, our observations

illustrate that triggered emissions are even more complex and varied in behavior than

earlier observations indicated, with greater observed ranges in the extent of frequency

change and of triggered emission duration.

These statistical bounds and features can be used to validate numerical simulations

of triggered emissions. Next, we compare our statistical observations with three types

of models used to simulate triggered emissions. Of the many approaches, for instance

described in Table 1 of Omura et al. [1991], we consider simulation results from two

Vlasov type codes by Nunn et al. [2003] and Harid et al. [2014a], a PIC approach

by Hikishima and Omura [2012], and a phenomenological theory by Helliwell [1967].

These approaches are fairly successful in reproducing aspects of triggered emissions.

Nunn et al. [2003] produces a canonical riser and faller and a reasonable hook. Harid

et al. [2014a] models wave amplification but shows how triggering can occur at the

termination of an injected signal. Hikishima and Omura [2012] also generates risers,

and Helliwell [1967] demonstrates how to reproduce the spectral form of a given

triggered emission. The primary limitation is that each approach only reproduces

limited features or a limited type of triggered emissions. The VHS code by Nunn

et al. [2003] reproduces all three types of triggered emissions, but the bandwidth

constraints of the code do not accurately reproduce the observed triggered emissions

bandwidths and require additional and somewhat artificial constraints in order to

reproduce saturation effects which may play a role in determining triggered emission

occurrence. Harid et al. [2014a] does not require bandwidth filtering constraints but

only generates triggered emissions with quite limited frequency change. The PIC

approach of Hikishima and Omura [2012] requires few assumptions and addresses a
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number of other physical characteristics but is limited to producing risers with sweep

rates on the order of 1 kHz/s. These results of the numerical simulations contrast

directly with our statistics, which show triggered emissions of all types being generated

by the same injected signal in the same duration and with frequency changes on the

order of several kHz. Even when the sweep rates are reasonable, such as a riser sweep

rate of 2 kHz/s and a faller sweep rate of −2 kHz/s, the frequency change extent may

push the limits of our observations, where the riser undergoes a frequency change of

1.5 kHz and a faller −2 kHz [Nunn et al., 2003]. In addition, the spectral forms of

the modeled triggered emissions [Nunn et al., 2003; Hikishima and Omura, 2012] are

often also of a very simple time-frequency form unlike the complexities observed in

the data. On the other hand, the phenomenological theory presented by Helliwell

[1967] can reproduce a wide range of observed triggered emissions but requires a large

number of free parameters, making parametric simulation rather complicated. To aid

in the development of reasonable models, we suggest a number of features that should

be reproduced. Most importantly, the model should be able to generate a wide range

of frequency sweep rates and reach a wide range of frequency changes, in accordance

with observations of triggered emissions. Furthermore, different types of injected

elements should trigger proportionally different types of triggered emissions.

5.5 Conclusions

The understanding and modeling of the generation of ELF/VLF triggered emissions

continue to pose a challenge for further scientific work, and advances in theoretical

explanations and in numerical simulations can aid in the understanding of broader

aspects of wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere. While different models

can successfully model aspects of triggered emissions, no single simulation approach

captures the full range of triggered emission behavior as observed in the data. To

aid in theoretical and modeling efforts to reproduce the full behavior of triggered

emissions, we present an improved data set of 4650 triggered emissions generated

from two different formats transmitted by the Siple Experiment over nine months in

1986. Using our database of triggered emissions, we find a number of results that are
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summarized below:

1. Triggered emissions can exhibit a wide range of frequency sweep rates, between

−2.5 kHz/s and +2.5kHz/s, and undergo significant frequency change between

−1 kHz and 2.5 kHz. The emissions can last up to several seconds, usually no

more than 4 s but can also be quite short, <0.5 s.

2. Triggering behavior at the initiation of triggering appears to depend on the

transmitted element but can become quite free-running at a later time point.

3. The orientation of transmitted frequency ramps is very important to determin-

ing the initial triggered emission profile. Rising ramps generate initial risers

97.5% of the time, while falling ramps trigger initial fallers 94.4% of the time.

And the resulting triggered emission sweep rates, 1.03 kHz/s for risers and−0.73

kHz/s for fallers, are close to the transmitted ramp’s sweep rate of ±1 kHz/s.

4. The duration of constant frequency tones plays a role in determining the initial

triggered emission profile. Long tones (2-s) generate initial risers 74.5% of the

time, while short tones (200-ms) trigger initial fallers 61.9% of the time.

5. Risers tend to undergo larger frequency change (median changes from all trig-

gering elements between 397 Hz and 601 Hz) than fallers (median changes of

−145 Hz to −252 Hz), regardless of the triggering element. And risers can

endure for longer duration (<5-s) than fallers (<2-s).

6. The number of triggered emissions is linearly dependent on the total growth

of the transmitted signal and may correlate with more disturbed geomagnetic

conditions, as describe by the Kp index.

These results substantially improve the statistical understanding of triggered emis-

sion behavior. We expect that these statistical bounds would be useful in directing

theoretical examination of the triggering process and in validating numerical simula-

tions to better understand wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere. Further

work in analyzing the amplitude behavior of triggered emissions may also be useful

for comparing observations and theory.



Chapter 6

Predicting Conditions for Siple

Receptions

Wave injection experiments provide an opportunity to explore and quantify aspects

of nonlinear wave-particle phenomena in a controlled manner. Waves are injected

into space from ground-based ELF/VLF transmitters, and the modified waves are

measured by radio receivers on the ground in the conjugate hemisphere. These ex-

periments are expensive and challenging projects to build and to operate, and the

transmitted waves are not always detected in the conjugate region. We consider the

application of more modern machine learning techniques in order to predict condi-

tions for the reception of one-hop signals from the Siple Transmitter Experiment. The

present work is in review as Li et al. [2015c].

The Siple Transmitter Experiment generated a substantial volume of data, but

early work typically focused on individual examples and case studies, making general-

izations of behavior relying on anecdote rather than statistics. In the years since the

Siple Experiment, significant advances in computational resources allow us to digi-

tize, store, and process large volumes of data in order to rigorously quantify the range

of observed nonlinear effects. One particular limitation of working with data from

the Siple Experiment has been the relatively low rate of reception in the conjugate

hemisphere, with only ∼40% of Siple transmissions being detected [Gibby , 2008; Li

et al., 2015a]. In order for Siple signals to be observed in the conjugate hemisphere,

101
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they must propagate in the magnetosphere within field-aligned density irregularities

known as ducts [Angerami , 1970]. The reception of signals transmitted from Siple

is more likely when geomagnetic conditions are less disturbed [Carpenter and Bao,

1983; Li et al., 2014]. This requirement for quieting in Kp was also observed in wave

injection experiments using the HAARP ionospheric heater [Golkowski et al., 2011]

and was attributed to the formation of stable ducts. Figure 6.1(a) shows a superposed

epoch analysis of the Kp index from 4 days before to 2 days after the time of trans-

mission for Siple transmissions received and not received in the conjugate hemisphere.

There is a significant difference, as described by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance

test as shown in Figure 6.1(b), in the geomagnetic conditions characterized by the Kp

index with a period of quieting beginning several days prior to intervals with success-

ful receptions of transmissions, indicating the potential utility of using the Kp index

to evaluate in advance conditions suitable for the reception of magnetospherically

propagating signals.

The key information that allows for detecting a Siple transmission at the receiver

comes from transmission logs which detail the transmission format (the frequency-

time elements transmitted in a set sequence), the transmission time, and the fset

transmission frequency (the central tuning frequency to which transmitted elements

were referenced). While the most thorough detection method would be a visual in-

spection of spectrograms of data from the conjugate region and manual detection of

receptions, this manual identification process does not scale with the amount of data

and becomes too time consuming as the amount of data increases. Another method

attempts to automatically detect signals using a signal amplitude threshold that de-

termines if a sufficiently strong signal is above the noise floor [Li et al., 2014], but this

approach suffers from inherent limitations in only detecting strongly amplified sig-

nals in the presence of low background noise conditions and is not sufficiently robust.

Here, we demonstrate the application of machine learning classification techniques as

a preprocessing step for selecting intervals when receptions may be significantly more

likely. There has thus far been limited work in the space physics community taking

advantage of more recent machine learning techniques, and most such results, using

for instance support vector machines, tend to be for regression models [Gavrishchaka
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Figure 6.1: (a) Superposed epoch analysis of the mean Kp index over a 6 day period of
MDIAG transmissions detected (blue) and of transmissions not detected (red) at the
receiver in the conjugate hemisphere. (b) The p values for a two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff statistical significance test are plotted for each 3 hour interval, and the y-axis
is inverted so that the more significant p values are better highlighted. This figure is
an updated version considering a larger number of transmissions from Figure 4 in Li
et al. [2014] and is also shown in Chapter 3.

and Ganguli , 2001; Ji et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2015].

Given the significant difference in the Kp index between received and not received

Siple transmissions, we apply two methods for classifying transmissions to develop

a model for predicting intervals of receptions of Siple transmissions at Lake Mist-

issini based on the geomagnetic Kp index from the 6 days preceding the time of

transmission. Both methods, a naive Bayes classifier with Laplace smoothing and a

support vector machine classifier, have prediction accuracies of 80%-90%. We also

demonstrate the statistical advantages of these classification approaches by using the

detected cases to update the statistics on nonlinear growth rate and total growth of

injected signals first presented in Li et al. [2014]. Applying these classifier approaches
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using the Kp index to experimental studies may allow for more efficient experiments

by selecting transmission times and conditions that are significantly more likely to

result in reception, and these techniques may provide insight into understanding the

conditions that lead to wave amplification from wave-particle interactions. Applying

these classifiers to our Siple data set, we detect the improved set of 406 receptions of

Siple transmissions analyzed in Chapter 3.

6.1 Machine Learning Techniques for Prediction

of Receptions

Considering the amount of data generated by Siple Station, most of the earlier work

chose to focus on key case studies or on interesting observed phenomena, with fewer

studies leveraging the entire data set. With transmissions being detected only ∼40%

of the time, additional preprocessing and examination of the data would be needed in

order to select cases with received transmissions for study. Traditionally, this prepro-

cessing would involve a manual selection of detected receptions, but we demonstrate

here the application of machine learning techniques for automatically detecting re-

ceptions.

We use two methods for classifying transmissions to develop a model for predict-

ing Siple transmission receptions at Lake Mistissini based on the geomagnetic Kp

index from the 6 days preceding the time of transmission. Both methods, a Naive

Bayes classifier with Laplace smoothing and a support vector machine classifier, have

prediction accuracies of 80%-90%. We also demonstrate the statistical advantages of

these classification approaches by using the detected cases to update the amplification

statistics from Li et al. [2014]. Applying these classifier analyses using the Kp index

to experimental studies may allow for more efficient experiments by selecting trans-

mission times and conditions that are significantly more likely to result in reception,

and these techniques may provide insight into understanding the conditions that lead

to wave amplification from wave-particle interactions.
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6.2 Classification Methodologies

Although there are many different classification techniques, we consider two simple

supervised learning methods for classification, naive Bayes with Laplace smoothing

and support vector machines. We first describe the common data set used for both

classification approaches, including the generation of the ground truth labels describ-

ing signal reception and the Kp geomagnetic indices used as the input feature set,

and then provide some intuition regarding the two classification techniques. While

a naive Bayes classifier is a commonly first implemented classifier to determine the

effectiveness of applying machine learning techniques, a SVM classifier is a more so-

phisticated and computationally intensive method that often yields more accurate

predictions although its internal parameters are more opaque.

6.2.1 The MDIAG Data Set

The data set is comprised of observations of transmissions of a mini-diagnostic (MDIAG)

format during 1986. This data set builds on the data set first developed by Li et al.

[2014], in focusing on this single transmission format transmitted by Siple from April

to December of 1986 and observed at the conjugate receiver at Lake Mistissini (LM).

The MDIAG format, first discussed in Section 3.1 and described again here for refer-

ence, was a frequently transmitted format with a variety of elements used to evaluate

the conditions for transmitting different subsequent formats and is illustrated in Fig-

ure 6.2(a). The format begins with a 2-s tone at the central tuning frequency, fset

(with an amplitude ramp from 10 dB to 0 dB over the first second), followed by

a descending staircase of five 200 ms tones spaced 250 Hz apart from fset + 500 to

fset500, two descending frequency ramps (the first at 0 dB and the second at 6 dB)

over the same frequency range for 1 s each, and a 7 s long pair of constant frequency

tones (called a doublet) at fset + 480 and at fset + 510 at 0 dB. These elements can

be visually identified on spectrograms in order to determine if the transmission was

received in the conjugate hemisphere.

In 1986, we have data for 1093 transmissions of the MDIAG format, and as shown

in Figure 6.2(b), not all transmissions were received and detected at Lake Mistissini.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Illustration of the MDIAG transmission format transmitted from
Siple Station, and conjugate observations at Lake Mistissini (LM) showing examples
of a case where (b) the transmission was not received and (c) the transmission was
received.

To develop ground truth labels describing the detection of receptions of MDIAG

transmissions, we process each MDIAG case into high frequency and time resolution

spectrograms and manually determine if the MDIAG transmission is observed through

a visual inspection of the spectrogram, as in Figure 6.2(c). Of the 1093 transmissions,

423 receptions were detected and 670 were not detected, giving a 39% reception rate.

This matches well with general statistics compiled by Gibby [2008] and with the

smaller number of transmissions of a different format studied in Li et al. [2015a]. We

label the received transmissions as Class 1 and the not received transmissions as Class

0.

We select the Kp index as the input feature for the classification methods, in

particular the Kp index from the 6 days preceding the time of transmission and

including the Kp index at transmission. The Kp index was chosen by noting that

receptions generally occur when the geomagnetic condition as described by Kp is less

disturbed [Carpenter and Bao, 1983] and that geomagnetic conditions described by

the Kp index differ between cases of reception and non-reception [Li et al., 2014]. The

6 days preceding the time of transmission were selected to include the entire window

of time originally chosen for conducting the epoch analysis of Kp behavior for received

and not received cases shown in Figure 6.1(a). An analysis of the significant intervals
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from Figure 6.1(b) may indicate that fewer days may suffice as well.

6.2.2 Naive Bayes with Laplace Smoothing

The naive Bayes classifier belongs to the class of generative learning algorithms that

model the distributions of the input features for each class the algorithm is trying

to learn. Generative learning algorithms are a supervised learning approach, which

requires the training data to first be manually labeled. By assuming that the features

are conditionally independent given the class, the resulting algorithm is the well-

understood naive Bayes classifier [Rish, 2001]. In practice, the naive Bayes classifier

works by first training the conditional probability of each feature given each class.

This corresponds with maximizing the likelihood of a given class occurring given a

set of features. Then, using the conditional probabilities trained for each feature,

new cases can be evaluated by calculating the conditional probability for each class

and assigning a label for the class that is more likely. Laplace smoothing adds a

small, but non-zero probability to the conditional probabilities for all of the features

in order to prevent results with an indeterminate form, that is both the numerator

and denominator are 0. This small added probability extends the functionality of the

classifier to generate predictions for cases with new features that were not identified in

training. In the work presented here, the class labels are “1” for received transmissions

and “0” for not received transmissions. As the Kp index can vary substantially and the

quieting may be the important characteristic indicating suitable ducting conditions for

propagation, we instead used the change in Kp between 3-hr intervals as the input

feature for the naive Bayes classifier. Furthermore, as the input features to these

Bayes classifiers must be binary valued, we implement a simple binary representation

by creating a large lookup table binary array.

6.2.3 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines were developed by Cortes and Vapnik [1995] and have be-

come a widely used algorithm in the machine learning community. SVMs can be

conceptualized as a way of separating the data by its features into distinct classes
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by projecting the data into a higher dimensional space where the classes can then

be separated by a hyperplane. The projection depends on the chosen mathematical

transformation, called a kernel, and the hyperplane maximizes the distance to the

closest points. The set of the closest points to the hyperplane are then called support

vectors. As the kernel transformation of the input features for the hyperplane separa-

tion is more opaque to understanding the specific workings of the classifier and as the

input features do not need to be binary valued, here we use the Kp indices directly

as the input data features. We implement this SVM classifier utilizing a standard,

off-the-shelf implementation called LibSVM by Chang and Lin [2011].

6.3 Classification Results

We apply these two classification techniques to the MDIAG data set, using the Kp

indices from the 6 days preceding the time of transmission to automatically predict

whether or not the MDIAG transmission is detected. First, we train the naive Bayes

classifier feature weights and the support vector machine classifier model on a training

set composed of 810 transmissions, with 317 detections and 493 undetected cases so

that the training set distribution of detected and undetected cases is reflective of the

overall reception rates in the data. Then, we evaluate the accuracy of the models and

verify their validity by analyzing their predictions given a new set of testing data,

the remaining 283 cases, with 106 detections and 177 undetected cases, which were

never used in the training of the models. For the amount of data considered here,

both models take a negligible amount of time to train and to generate predictions.

The prediction results and how they compare with the ground truth labels are

shown in a confusion matrix in Table 6.1. The upper half describes the results for

the Bayes classifier, and the lower half for the SVM classifier. The left column de-

scribes results for the training data, and the right column the results for the test data.

The numbers indicate the predicted or observed number of transmissions. Overall,

the accuracy for the Bayes classifier is 90% (732/810) for the training data and 88%

(250/283) for the test data. The accuracy is representative of the predictive capa-

bility of the classifier, with a high precision (correctly predicted detections divided
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Observations of MDIAG
Training Transmissions

Total Received Not Received
810 317 493

Bayesian Received 301 270 31
Predictions Not Received 509 47 462

SVM Received 300 278 22
Predictions Not Received 510 39 471

Observations of MDIAG
Test Transmissions

Total Received Not Received
283 106 177

Bayesian Received 111 92 19
Predictions Not Received 172 14 158

SVM Received 115 97 18
Predictions Not Received 168 9 159

Table 6.1: Confusion matrix showing the prediction results of MDIAG reception and
non-reception for the Bayesian and SVM classifiers. The confusion matrix describes
the true and false positives and negatives for each classifier, with the top table de-
scribing the classifier results from the training data and the lower table describing
the results from the test data.

by all predicted detections) of 90% and of 83% and a high recall (correctly predicted

detections divided by all detections) of 85% and 87% for the training and test data

respectively. The results for the SVM are similar, if not slightly better. The accuracy

is 92% and 90%, the precision is 93% and 84%, and the recall is 88% and 92% for

the training and test data respectively. Incorrectly classified cases reveal transmis-

sions where the Kp behavior of received cases more closely resembles the Kp behavior

of non-reception transmissions, and a visual examination of the transmissions shows

that these receptions are also usually weaker and less active.
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Both classifiers perform well, with 80% to 90% accuracies in predicting the re-

ception and non-receptions of transmitted Siple MDIAG signals. This compares fa-

vorably with the actual reception statistics, where the transmissions were detected

only 40% of the time, and may prove useful for guiding the operations of future wave

injection experiments or further analysis of the historic Siple dataset. As Kp is a

global geomagnetic index with a 3-hour resolution, efforts were made to consider the

potential improvement in prediction by using local magnetometer stations and by

using a geomagnetic index with higher time resolution. However, using data from

three Canadian K indices stations, at Meanook, Ottawa, and Victoria, as the input

features for both the Bayes and SVM classifiers did not improve the prediction accu-

racies. Similarly, using the 1-minute AE index as the input feature to improve the

time resolution was not successful as the higher time resolution resulted in too large

of an input feature set, leading to overfitting and to ill-suited classifiers.

While the SVM classifier is opaque to understanding the structure of the hy-

perplane and how the data is classified, we can consider the structure of the Bayes

classifier. The Bayes classifier generates probabilities for each element in the feature

set, and an examination of these probabilities may indicate additional details. Some

precision in interpreting these results are required though, as each element in the

feature set describes a given change in Kp index between intervals for a given day

preceding transmission. We find that the most predictive element, indicating that

reception is 42 times more likely, is the token describing an increase in Kp index of 2

units during the interval 3 days before the time of transmission. This result is inter-

esting in pointing out that not only is the overall quieting needed for the formation

of a stable duct for wave propagation, but also a prior interval of higher geomagnetic

activity, presumably associated with the injection of energetic electrons into the inner

magnetosphere, is also key to driving the wave amplification such that reception of

signals in the conjugate region is possible.
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6.4 Conclusions

As the scale of data increases and the scope of experiments include many more cases,

more sophisticated techniques for detection or classification may become more useful.

Looking at a set of experiments from the Siple transmitter experiment in 1986, we

demonstrate the application of a naive Bayes with Laplace smoothing classifier and a

support vector machine classifier for the automatic detection of transmitted MDIAG

transmissions received at the conjugate receiver at Lake Mistissini. The presented

problem is non-trivial with 1093 transmissions that are received at a 39% reception

rate for a total of 423 receptions. The classifiers take as input features the Kp indices

from the preceding 6 days to predict the reception of transmissions with 80%-90%

accuracy. This work suggests further utilization of machine learning techniques for

active experiments in maximizing the number of detectable receptions for scientific

analysis, especially with the higher accuracies afforded by more sophisticated tech-

niques such as the SVM classifier. By analyzing the Bayes classifier probabilities, we

find that the most predictive token is a period of increasing activity 3 days prior to

transmission. Thus, we conclude that reception of Siple signals requires a period of

higher geomagnetic activity, which results in higher fluxes of energetic electrons for

wave amplification, followed by a period of quieting, which results in the formation

of stable ducted paths for wave propagation.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions for

Future Work

7.1 Summary of Contributions

The wave-particle interactions between energetic electrons in the Earth’s radiation

belts and electromagnetic whistler-mode waves are an important driver of space

weather dynamics and provide insight into understanding the interactions as a funda-

mental concept in plasma physics. However, the interactions have been and remain

difficult to study given the size scales involved. As a result, a quantitative understand-

ing of the results of the wave-particle interactions, in particular the modification of

the waves, has been lacking. In this dissertation, a comprehensive examination of

controlled wave injection experiments from the Siple transmitter experiment in 1986

has been conducted in order to develop a statistical description of wave amplification

and of triggered emission behavior.

Much effort has been undertaken to restore and preserve data collected during the

Siple Transmitter Experiment, producing nearly 7000 hours of data digitized from

magnetic tapes and post-processed to eliminate frequency drifts and timing errors

inherent in the data. An analysis of the diagnostic format (MDIAG) used to study

wave amplification established statistical bounds on the nonlinear growth rate, satu-

ration threshold, and an estimate of the total growth using some 406 receptions, with

112
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an additional subset of 14 cases highlighting the separation of phases of linear and

nonlinear growth. These statistical bounds on the total growth, 3−41 dB with a me-

dian growth of 18 dB, and on the nonlinear growth rates, 3−270 dB/s with a median

growth rate of 68 dB/s, can be used to constrain theoretical and modeling efforts

to understand and numerically simulate wave amplification. A particular example

is provided in this work where the preferential amplification of injected rising and

falling frequency ramps using a ramp approximation (STACO) format is quantified

and then modeled and interpreted using a narrowband Vlasov-Maxwell simulation.

Measurements of the total excitation by each ramp element from the observations

find that the rising ramps amplify on average 1.9 times more than falling ramps, and

the modeling efforts using the Harid et al. [2014a] Stanford Finite Difference Vlasov

Solver reveal that the preferential amplification effect is driven by the conditions setup

by the initial linear amplification of the waves.

In addition to studying the nonlinear amplification of injected whistler-mode

waves, this work also addresses a long-standing question concerning the nonlinear

generation of new waves in examining triggered emissions. A significant amount of

theoretical and numerical work concerning triggered emissions has been conducted

over the last 50 years and ties in with better understanding of the wave-particle in-

teractions that drive natural processes such as chorus in the magnetosphere. While

some previous work, notably Stiles and Helliwell [1975] and Stiles and Helliwell [1977],

has explored the range of triggered emission behavior, there has not been a thorough

analysis of triggered emissions during Siple’s later years of operation, when its trans-

mitter was significantly more powerful and flexible. In this work, we consider 4650

triggered emissions analyzed from the 406 MDIAG transmissions and 63 STACO

transmissions to provide a quantitative understanding of the behavior of generated

triggered emissions. Descriptions of emission frequency change and initial frequency

sweep rate, between -1 kHz and 2.5 kHz and within ±2.5 kHz/s, and their observed

dependence at triggering upon the transmitted signal element substantially improve

the bounds for directing further theoretical and numerical work in explaining trig-

gered emissions. Furthermore, the number of triggered emissions appears to depend

on the total amplification of the transmitted signal and possibly with more active
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geomagnetic conditions.

Because of the large amounts of data generated in the Siple experiment, a number

of different detection methods were implemented as a pre-processing stage in order

to select data with received transmissions for further analysis. Three methods were

explored in this work: manual detection, signal amplitude thresholding, and machine

learning classifiers using the Kp index. Manually identifying observations of trans-

mitted signals generate ground truth detections but are time-consuming and difficult

to scale to large amounts of data. Signal amplitude detection by a variable estimated

noise threshold is more automated but is limited to detecting strongly amplified trans-

missions under quiet conditions. The two machine learning classifiers, a Naive Bayes

with Laplace smoothing classifier and a Support Vector Machine classifier, are simple

to implement and are quite accurate, with prediction accuracies of 80%-90%. The

capability of these more sophisticated machine learning techniques indicate an under-

lying predictable dependence on the geomagnetic conditions as parameterized by the

Kp index for conditions that allow for the reception of injected whistler-mode signals.

7.2 Suggestions for Future Work

While this work has significantly improved the statistical bounds from the data that

constrain theoretical interpretation and numerical simulation, further analysis would

extend the results to more general applications. At the moment, this work is limited

by its timing in 1986, at a solar cycle minimum, and a methodical examination of

more Siple data could address implications for any time in the solar cycle. However,

that approach does also suffer from the historical realities of differences in the Siple

transmitter capability over the fifteen years of operation of the experiment. These

differences could be addressed as the data are analyzed, but a new transmitter ex-

periment would be most ideal for further experimental work. Alternately, a coupled

study between highly accurate lightning networks and ground-based receivers could

resume observations of wave-particle interactions using whistler observations over a

wider range of L-shells.
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Continued work in theory and modeling should consider the statistical results de-

scribed in this work and take advantage of the example provided by Chapter 4 in

validating models with data. Further work should also utilize the ramp elements in

many of the transmission formats for estimating the L-shell and equatorial electron

density of receptions of Siple signals. At the very least, further simulations of emis-

sions, triggered emissions or chorus emissions, should consider the bounds place on

triggered emissions as described in Chapter 5. Finally, the machine learning classifiers

or predictors are the quite promising for leverage large data sets for a large scale anal-

ysis and data mining. These predictors may have utility in retroactively examining

past data sets or for future aid in conducting new wave injection experiments or in

the operation of VLF transmitters at comparable latitudes.



Appendix A

1986 Data Spectrograms

Space is alway limited in displaying spectrogram example of data, and here we include

several additional spectrogram examples to better illustrate the range of behavior

observed in the data. The time of the transmission is provided in the title of each

figure, and the time on the x-axis is the time from the time of transmission. Colorbars

should be normalized and calibrated, although not to real units, but are mainly

included to provide context for the range in amplitude in the spectrograms.

A.1 Mini-Diagnostic (MDIAG) Data

The MDIAG format is the most commonly transmitted format and is the format

studied in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 5. Again, the format includes a long tone with

a power ramp, 5 short tones in a descending staircase, two frequency ramps where

the second ramp is weaker, and a paired tone called a doublet. Here, we present 12

sample MDIAG receptions spread out throughout most of 1986, covering a wide range

of differences in amplification and in triggering. A brief description of the particular

feature of interest is mentioned in each caption. Each reception is normalized to

the local calibration tone, allowing for comparisons of relative amplitude between

receptions.
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Figure A.1: A fairly typical example with most the of transmission elements present,
and a number of different risers, fallers, and hook triggered emissions.
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Figure A.2: Only the tones are detected and only the long tone is amplified strongly
above the noise floor. Three small triggered fallers are present along the long tone.
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Figure A.3: Active reception with propagation occurring along several paths as illus-
trated by the additional ramp elements.
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Figure A.4: Unusual reception where only lower frequency components of the trans-
mission were amplified. The long tone is present, but greatly attenuated.
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Figure A.5: The transmission elements are all amplified strongly. In particular, the
doublets appear to exhibit sidebands and fading.
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Figure A.6: One hop, three hop, and possibly a fifth hop reception of a transmission
that echoed several times. In addition, the triggered emissions are also observed in
the later echoes as well.
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Figure A.7: A reception observed in the presence of a long whistler train.
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Figure A.8: This reception occurs in the presence of an incoherent, fairly broad band
of noise.
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Figure A.9: An example of a common operator frequency selection where the fset is
chosen just above the band of chorus.
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Figure A.10: The transmission propagated along a large number of different paths in
this example, where the multipath can be observed with the large number of received
ramp elements.
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Figure A.11: An unusually quiet reception where the signal is very weakly amplified
and only slightly above the noise floor. However, all transmission elements are also
present.
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Figure A.12: Another example of an active reception with significant amounts of
triggering, with a possible example of a triggered emission entraining into the doublet.
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A.2 Staircase Coherence (STACO) Data

The STACO format was a specific format used to study the approximations of discrete

staircase tones to a continuous frequency ramp and is the format studied in Chapter 4

and in Chapter 5. Again, while the format is composed of 2 consecutive sets each of

rising and falling frequency ramps, each containing five ramp approximations with a

frequency sweep rate of ±1 kHz/s and of a 1-s duration, the focus in this work is on

the rising or falling orientation of the ramp allowing us to ignore the approximations.

However, as these examples show, the final ramp approximation using 100-ms long

staircase tones is not valid and can be observed as distinct tones. Only the middle

rising and falling sets of frequency ramps as shown for clarity in observing the various

features. And as before, each reception is normalized to the local calibration tone,

allowing for comparisons of relative amplitude between receptions.
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Figure A.13: A fairly typical example where the rising and falling ramps are detected.
Some multipath is evident from the additional ramp elements, particularly in the
rising ramps, and the 100-ms staircase approximations are rather distinct.
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Figure A.14: This STACO reception occurs in the presence of a band of chorus or of
incoherent noise and is more incoherent.
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Figure A.15: This STACO reception occurs in the presence of a band of coherent
noise, possibly chorus, that exhibit discrete emission elements.
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Figure A.16: Here, the rising ramps in the STACO format are amplified more and
excite more triggered emissions than the falling ramps.
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Figure A.17: Another typical example of a STACO reception, with a band of chorus
and other emissions present.
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Figure A.18: A weak reception with little amplification of either set of ramps. Only
upper frequencies for the rising ramps, and the low frequencies for the falling ramps,
are observed.
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Figure A.19: Not an infinite ratio case, but a reception where the rising ramps are
amplified significantly more than the falling ramps.
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Figure A.20: The falling ramps are amplified more than the rising ramps in this
reception. Entrainment is also observed in the triggering from the rising ramps.
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Figure A.21: An infinite ratio example where the falling ramps are not observed at
all at the receiver.
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Figure A.22: A particularly active reception example with strong amplification and
numerous triggered emissions along with strong multipath effects.
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Figure A.23: A cleaned version of Figure A.22 above where the sferics have been
removed. This example is included to illustrate some artifacts introduced by the
preprocessing.



Appendix B

Spectral Forms of Triggered

Emissions

Helliwell [1979] as well as Helliwell [1965, Ch. 7] describe the different types of trig-

gered emissions and tend to give hand-drawn examples of their frequency-time format.

Here, to provide improved examples of real data, we present several triggered emission

examples for each type of triggered emission. The transmission formats shown are

all MDIAG transmissions, but as described by Chapter 5, other transmission formats

excite similar types of triggered emissions.

B.1 Riser

The riser is a triggered emission that rises in frequency. While it can sometimes

terminate with a short change in frequency at the end, we consider those as hook

emissions instead.

B.2 Faller

The faller is a triggered emission that falls in frequency. They tend to occur at the

termination of the transmitted signal but can trigger during the transmission as well.

129
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Figure B.1: A rather canonical example of a riser where the triggered emission begins
after the transmitted signal saturates and rises in frequency.
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Figure B.2: An example of a train of risers triggered from the MDIAG long tone.
Note that within this duration, the emission frequency-time behavior is quite similar.
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Figure B.3: A rather canonical example of a faller where the triggered emission begins
when the transmitted signal terminates and falls in frequency.
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Figure B.4: An example with several fallers, each of which trigger upon the termina-
tion of the transmitted tones, here the long tone and the two observed short tones.
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B.3 Hooks

A hook is a triggered emission that undergoes at least one change in frequency sweep

rate and is classified as a positive or negative hook. Positive hooks begin like a riser,

before falling in frequency, while negative hooks begin like a faller before rising in

frequency. Hooks exhibit more complex frequency-time structure with some examples

undergoing multiple reversals in frequency sweep rate and can persist for a longer

duration.
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Figure B.5: An example with several hooks, both positive and negative. The positive
hook triggers from the long tone by beginning as a riser before falling in frequency
around t = 4.5s. The negative hook begins as a faller continuing from the first falling
ramp before rising in frequency around t = 6.4s.

B.4 Band-Limited Impulse (BLI)

A less common type of triggered emission is the band-limited impulse, or BLI. This

type of triggered emission appears as a brief impulse extending from the transmitted

signal in frequency and can trigger additional triggered emissions that then trigger
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Figure B.6: A dramatic example of the complex behavior of hooks. The negative
hook begins around t = 7s as a faller and gradually falls in frequency by ∼ 1 kHz. At
t = 9s, the hook reverses and rises in frequency by ∼ 2 kHz, before changing direction
again t = 10.2s and falling in frequency.

at an offset initial frequency.

B.5 Early Riser

Early risers are triggered emissions that appear to trigger near or before the oc-

currence of saturation and tend to rise at a higher frequency sweep rate than later

emissions triggered from the same transmission. While it is uncertain whether this

is truly another type of triggered emission, early risers do appear to exhibit signifi-

cantly different frequency-time behavior than other triggered emissions from the same

transmission.
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Figure B.7: An example of a BLI and an offset faller. The BLI is the short impulse
at about t = 6.1s, resulting in an offset faller triggering at the upper frequency of the
BLI.
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Figure B.8: A possible example of an early riser event, where a single triggered
emission begins at about t = 3.2 in advance of any other triggered emissions.
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